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This is an encounter 
with Tino Sehgal

Tino Sehgal is an artist based in Berlin who despite interna-
tional exhibitions and high acclaim leaves barely a trace of 
his work’s existence, through his resistance to anything but a 
first-hand encounter.  With the blockbuster summer slot at the 
Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall on the horizon, his visibility and 
introduction to the British public is imminent. 

With a background and education in economics and dance, 
Sehgal’s debut to exhibiting in an art context was in 2000, 
with Instead of Allowing Some Thing to Rise Up to Your 
Face Dancing Bruce and Dan and Other Things, a work 
which, through an interpreter’s execution of a series of move-
ments, references infamous works by Bruce Nauman and 
Dan Graham. Subsequent works have included; The Kiss 
(2002) in which two interpreters recreate famous kisses from 
history; This is so contemporary (2003) in which the museum 
guard begins, as one enters the gallery space, to exclaim 
‘this is so contemporary…’ followed by the artists name, title 
and year the work was made; The Situation (2007) in which 
a group of interpreters engage in an intellectual debate that 
references text from a few centuries worth of Western social, 
political and philosophical thought, occasionally calling upon 
the viewer to ask ‘what do you think?’, and most recently 
four interpreters of ascending generations leading visitors up 
the Guggenheims rotunda asking ‘what is progress?’, in This 
Progress (2010).  

Sehgal’s dedication to the preservation of his work in its orig-
inal form - eschewing any type of reproduction - obstructs 
the usual way in which one would approach writing about an 
artist, making such critique seems superfluous to the distinc-
tion Sehgal makes of the unique encounter an individual has 
to his work. The actions of some artists have mythical or po-
etic qualities that are suited to a transformation into rumour. 
This is not true of Sehgal, whose work sits first and foremost 
as an experience, engaging explicitly with the viewer. When 
Jörg Heiser wrote about the artist he first travelled to Nantes, 
Paris and Brussels to view works by Sehgal. Abetted by this 
and the memory of the three other times he had encountered 
the artist’s work, he felt eventually ready to write what would 
no longer be ‘rumour-mongering’ but ‘art criticism’ . It is 
hard to engage with Sehgal’s practice without encountering it 
oneself, but it is harder to ignore the importance of it by not 
discussing it; its singularity merits such attentions. 

In thinking about Sehgal’s work a bigger issue comes to 
mind, implicit in art in a broad sense; how is it that we en-
counter an artwork? The conundrum of where our knowl-
edge and understanding of an artwork or practice has been 
formulated from is now a vast blur of internet searches, small 
Google jpegs, magazines articles, blogs, artist talks, You-
Tube, posters, museum guides, books, newspaper reviews, 
television, films and conversations. The points at which we 
access information have become greater. This proliferation 
of information has become commonplace, meaning we can 
be familiar with things we have never seen in the first-hand. 
The moments in which we encounter a work by Sehgal are in 
the peculiar position of being a rarity. What does it mean for 
an artist to choose to work within these specific constraints? 
What does it mean to encounter Tino Sehgal?

At the outset we may see Sehgal’s work as part of an ar-
tistic lineage of dematerialisation dating back to the early 
twentieth century. Sehgal’s work cannot be documented in 
photographs or filmed, nor named on a label or even exist in a 
written contract when sold. The work does not take the form 
of an object but exists through the interpreters for the dura-
tion of the exhibition, and in the mind and memories of those 
who have encountered it. The work announces itself and ex-
ists within its own framework, tied to the gallery as a place to 
house it, but autonomous as an individual within this. Sehgal 
acknowledges this, describing his work as ‘cleaner than con-
ceptual art in the sense that if we want to dematerialise the 
object, let’s really dematerialise it’ . The trick that Sehgal has 
managed to pull is that despite there being no art object, there 
is a tangible artwork, or for want of a better word, a product. 
Sehgal has created an economy in which an exchange still 
takes place (all sales of the work take place orally) despite 
the lack of material transfer. He has created a work with a 
value but with no material existence, just the knowledge of 
the rules that the interpreters have to follow in making the 

Mao Tongqiang, 
‘I Have A Dream’,

This is not an article about Ai Weiwei, but he is central to it. 
It would be disingenuous to pretend that that artist and the 
political situation that he has found himself in – the ugly logic 
of which continues to unfold as I write this review, and no 
doubt will be unfolding further as you are reading it – is not 
the backdrop against which this discussion is positioned. The 
specific focus of this piece is not an exhibition of Ai Wei-
wei’s work but rather an exhibition directed by him, recently 
launched in the China Art Archives and Warehouse. The work 
itself is by the Chinese artist Mao Tongqiang, and is titled I 
Have A Dream (2011) ‘wo you yi ge meng’ in Mandarin.

This title, and the central inspiration for Tongqiang’s installa-
tion, will be immediately familiar to the majority of viewers. 
The artist’s specific treatment of Martin Luther King’s cel-
ebrated speech, however, is unique. The concept is a simple 
one: Tongqiang took the transcript from King’s 1963 speech, 
translated it into Chinese, and then had the Chinese text trans-
lated into Tangut script, an ancient character system dating 
from the Western Xia dynasty (1038-1227 CE). This long-
dead language and associated script is almost as alien (or at 
least as illegible) to most Chinese as it is to Western viewers. 
Tongqiang had this Tangut translation carved onto 385 stone 
steles, each a work of art in itself, and then had these laid out 
on the floor of the gallery. A scrawled Mandarin translation of 
the speech on lined paper is framed and hung upon the gallery 
walls.

This piece is more complex and interesting than this brief 
summary might suggest. In some respects the work may at 
first appear too obvious, or so direct as to be startling: even if 
made invisible by translation into an obscure writing system, 
what more dramatic or iconic call for democracy exists than ‘I 
Have A Dream’? The initial encounter with the work invites 
a bold interpretation - that the artist is making at least an im-

[ 我有一个梦 ]

work function. What merits value and the act of exchange 
are questions raised by Sehgal, as a model or proposition, 
one feels, for re-igniting discussions about structures of the 
economic market and production.  This is an encounter with 
Tino Sehgal. 

It is in Sehgal’s more recent works that the viewer is ad-
dressed directly; becoming a participant within the piece and 
introducing the art of conversation into the narrative of the 
work. In This Progress a direct importance is placed on the 
audience - in the secular environment of the Guggenheim Se-
hgal offers redemption in the form of a survey of the people; 
‘what do you think...What is Progress?’ It has the mirror-like 
reality of a heterotopia, a very real experience in which the 
normal protocols not just for viewing work but for social 
interaction become inverted; it has been likened to walking 
into a Monty Python sketch by one commentator, and akin 
to Terry Gilliam’s Brazil (1985) by another. References to the 
absurd and surreal in Python-esque humour are discernible. 
This is not to say that the works premise is comedy - that 
seems an underestimation - but that it works against and to 
the extremes of what is familiar in art and indeed everyday 
social interactions.  Sehgal imposes a form of encounter 
that has been somewhat lost, or sidelined, as contemporary 
communication has allowed us to interact at a distance. Here 
we engage directly with the actual reality of a work, in an 
exchange of ideas at the most basic level; a conversation. This 
is an encounter with Tino Sehgal.

For work which creates its own frame within the institution 
it is displayed in, the experience of the artworks being in a 
gallery is essential to the social structure Sehgal creates. The 
hierarchical structure of an art gallery places the viewer at 
odds with the work; the specifics of the definition between 
the two are generally static and cemented. What we experi-
ence in a work by Sehgal is an encounter as an exchange; 
the defined space of the exhibition takes on the form of a 
collective social space.  In This is Exchange the viewer is 
reimbursed half of their exhibition fee if they choose to opt 
into a discussion about economics - a direct reward. In other 
works a viewer’s value is more participatory as an element to 
its functioning or activation. From the much used affirmation 
of ‘This is contemporary’ to the conversational interaction, 
the entry and exit point is made clear to the viewer, who even 
if perplexed at the situation, has been involved and invited 
in at every stage. This positive inclusion almost makes the 

affirmative titles self-fulfilling tautologies because of the 
constant participation that punctuates the artwork. Although 
the ultimate director of the work is Sehgal, it allows space for 
the inclusion of other identities, and opinions, which is why it 
requires a viewer’s presence. These are not completed works, 
the framework exists before us but the work happens as we 
engage with it. This is an encounter with Tino Sehgal. 

At a recent workshop Sehgal organised at the Tate Modern 
the time ended in a discussion about what is known to physi-
cists as the three-body problem; that it is almost infinitely 
impossible to predict the movements that three bodies will 
travel in a situation in which a gravitational force is exerted 
on them. In some ways something similar could be said about 
Sehgal’s work and why it’s kept in such a specific preserve. 
The artworks all revolve around a set of rules, the details of 
which are unknown to the participating viewer, governing 
a certain level of restraint in the interpreters who otherwise 
have some individual flexibility. Sehgal enjoys rules as they 
reflect on small scale restrictions which are imparted on indi-
viduals in a wider context ; the necessity of being a member 
of society. However the only way in which to successfully 
test or activate his ideas or rules is with a third element - 
between himself and his work - and that is the viewer. It is 
due to Sehgal’s interest in factors which affect society that 
the most natural form for his work to take is an engagement 
with that society. This participation creates the uncertainty 
or unpredictability that allows an unknown interaction on a 
small scale to unfold mentally in Sehgal’s and our own minds 
on a vast scale: producing a nothing of infinite value. 
  
This was not an encounter with Tino Sehgal.

Tino Sehgal’s Unilever commission for the Turbine Hall at 
the Tate Modern runs from 17 July - 27 October 2012

  By Hannah Knights
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plicit comparison between the lives of contemporary Chinese 
people and the forms of oppression suffered by America’s 
black population in the 20th Century. This is no small claim, 
and it is immediately clear that this is an artwork grappling 
with cultural questions of unusual intensity and difficulty. 

In the West, the speech ‘I Have A Dream’ is made so 
unwieldy by cultural association that it is not easy to imag-
ine it being successfully used in an artistic context. The 
context (literal as well as cultural) of Tongqiang’s installa-
tion partially absolves him of this problem. His method of 
translation opens up an additional layer of interpretative space 
between the meaning of the original speech and the artwork. 
A step removed from the political analogy, more academic 
understandings of the work are possible: it raises all the usual 
questions about ‘translatability’ and the associated impos-
sibility of translation, but also makes a subtle point about the 
relationship between language and other forms of rhetoric. 
Historically in China it was the written word that served as 
the icon of power; not only that, but political leaders of all 
ages were judged on their calligraphic ability. In the West, an 
analogy might be made with skill in oratory. By translating 
into Tangut, Tongqiang makes the rhetorical power of both 
the spoken word and carved calligraphy inaccessible to all but 
a select group of specialists. 

The deliberate inaccessibility of the carved script can be 
understood in terms specific to historical Chinese condi-
tions that might be overlooked by many Western observers. 
Throughout the twentieth century the Chinese language was 
repeatedly challenged by the intrusions of cultural influence 
from the West and Western systems of language. It was held 
by many early-twentieth-century Chinese intellectuals that 
the Chinese language was itself in some sense inimical to the 
implementation of democracy. Many argued that the system 

of Chinese characters was so difficult and so time consuming 
to learn that only the gentry had the leisure to learn them: the 
written character held a certain magic over the illiterate, and it 
was in the interests of the ruling class to maintain that illusion 
of magic. Power, political or otherwise, is encoded in systems 
of writing, and leftist intellectuals throughout the twentieth 
century in China have argued for not only the simplification 
of the Chinese script, but for the Latinisation of the language 
in its totality. Just as the complexity of the character system 
signifies ‘elitism’, so the more readily comprehensible Latin 
alphabet holds a specific association with ‘democracy’. In this 
installation Tongqiang ironically inverts this relationship, and 
puts the expression of democratic ideals into a script system 
so elite and antiquated that it can only be understood by per-
haps ten people in the world.

Although at the time of writing it has been many months since 
Ai Weiwei has been released from detention, the charges 
made against him by the Chinese government – the obvi-
ous fabrication of which makes their tyranny all the more 
transparent – are continuing unabashed. In an article that he 
wrote in the November prior to his detention, Ai Weiwei 
defended the principles of democracy as ‘universal’ and not 
simply Western in origin. The translation of I Have a Dream 
into both Mandarin and Tangut seems to make a similar point. 
Ai Weiwei is one of many brave figures calling for democratic 
reform in China: it is brave, if in a different way, for Mao 
Tongqiang to echo that call in words borrowed from democ-
racy’s most impassioned defence.

  By Celyn Bricker



The Five Obstructions (2003) is a form of entry into the 
elusive director Lars von Trier’s intellectual approach to 
filmmaking. It is a documentary-like and rigorously concep-
tual film about a game Von Trier played with an older fellow 
Dane, Jørgen Leth, who was a kind of filmmaking mentor 
for him. In the Sixties Leth made a short film called The 
Perfect Human, which Von Trier maintains to have greatly 
admired. For The Five Obstructions, Leth and Von Trier get 
together and plan for Leth to remake the film with Von Trier 
setting arbitrary and challenging new conditions to govern 
the process; Von Trier’s agenda being to banalize the old man 
of Danish cinema. In the course of this film, Leth remakes 
The Perfect Human four times, and then in the final transla-
tion Von Trier composes a letter, as Leth, describing what has 
happened. 

As voyeur to this game, we find out a lot about how Von 
Trier works with other people in making a film. It’s not only 
here that Von Trier has begun by imposing a set of limita-
tions upon himself and others; he always does that. This 
certainly provides a handy way of seeing his challenging, 
often maddening, work. Von Trier becomes a little like Guy 
Grand, Terry Southern’s wicked trickster millionaire in The 
Magic Christian (1959), whose whole delight is in getting 
people to do things that are against their nature. Grand gets 
them to do it for money and Von Trier gets Leth to do it out 
of friendship. Presumably when Von Trier has put actors like 
Emily Watson or Nicole Kidman through their ordeals, they 
have done it for art. This time, it’s the mutual friendship and 
respect that humanizes the abrasive Von Trier, and in frankly 
accepting his total failure to stump Leth or spoil his fun, Von 
Trier shows himself to be a better sport than his critics might 
have expected. But he also shows himself to be wicked and 
mean, with a sense of humor that’s both playful and mali-
cious.

Snatches of The Perfect Human appear throughout The Five 
Obstructions, but we never see it all, nor do we see all of 
Leth’s new interpretations. We have to take it on faith that 
they’re the way Von Trier or Leth say they are.

The Perfect Human is film in which a well dressed man eats, 

White Wine and Vodka 
Obstructions to Translation

talks, and dances in front of a blank white ground while a 
voiceover asks `Is this what the Perfect Man does?’ 

Von Trier’s assumption is that Leth is - or maintains the il-
lusion of being - the ‘Perfect Human,’ and that his arbitrary 
rules for the remakes (the first of which is that no take will be 
longer than 12 frames – half a second) will put major dents 
in Leth’s controlling and unaffected demeanor and cut so far 
into the crystal glass of his perfection, that he will fall apart 
and end up making a mess, or an irrefutably unsuccessful 
film.  This is what Von Trier repeatedly states: that nothing 
would make him happier than for Leth to trip up. He hopes 
that through destroying Leth’s artifice he will inadvertently 
have Leth produce something more human.

Other requirements are for Leth to make the film in Cuba, 
where he’s never been; in `the most horrible place in the 
world’ (which turns out to be the red light district of Bombay, 
after an omission by Leth, wherein he claims to have had a 
truly nightmarish experience) but without showing its horror 
to a viewer; to do a remake without any imposed rules; to do 
one in the form of an animated cartoon (a format both men 
abhor), and so on. Von Trier comes up with these different 
obstructions in a casual and sophistic manner when the two 
men meet at various stages in the game to reflect and specu-
late whilst drinking white wine and vodka, and eating caviar 
and bilinis.  

But Leth makes no messes. He succeeds brilliantly in work-
ing within the difficult limitations Von Trier has set and 
comes up with a polished work every time, and though he 
seems to be losing some sleep on the first go-through, he is 
soon able to rationalize and internalize Von Trier’s anarchism 
within his own filmic and very aesthetic agenda.  Von Trier 
acts troubled by this inversion of the games rules. In the 
final obstruction film a letter is read – as voiceover - by Leth 
as narrative to a collage of images taken from the footage 
of Leth’s participation within the game. The text is writ-
ten by Von Trier as if Leth wherein he states that it’s Von 
Trier who’s shown his weaknesses. It’s the aggressor, not the 
victim, who shows his faults. It’s Von Trier, he admits (using 
the voice of Leth), who has been pretending in all his films 

I saw the other day, 
in Sudan,

He had blood 
everywhere, & was 
being pulled out of 

his hole.

It was just there.

But at the same 
time I didn’t.

In the end I left it,
And never found 
out more about 

what it was.

I wondered how I 
shoud look & how 

I should feel?

I was shocked 
& wanted to know 

more,

I was intrigued 
by it,

But it wasn’t 
related to me.

A man who was 
killed  & buried.

And he was being 
pulled out - 

Rachael Cloughton
 
‘Testimony from the project LOAD, AIM, SHOOT’.

to be authentic, but is only concealing a mask of artifice – an 
inadvertent omission through an act of translation.

The game may sound orderly when described, but in fact the 
whole framework is a very loose convention; it isn’t followed 
closely. This also sheds light on Von Trier’s working meth-
ods in his films: they aren’t as rationally structured as they 
appear. Von Trier doesn’t impose the same kind of limitations 
on Leth each time; he imposes fewer and different ones, and 
the fifth obstruction is really just to credit Leth along with 
Von Trier; to make the footage of their conversations into this 
film, and to have Leth read the letter Von Trier wrote for him. 

Von Trier freely admits that Leth’s solutions to his obstruc-
tions are brilliant; starting with the 12-frame takes, which 
Leth turns into a jazzy staccato rhythm. In Bombay, Leth 
shoots himself in front of a semi-transparent scrim that does 
show, and yet hides teeming impoverished masses behind 
him as he eats a sybaritic meal dressed in evening clothes; 
rules are bent in order to display some directorial flair. For 
the animated cartoon version, he gets Bob Sabiston, the man 
who did the animations for Richard Linklater’s Waking Life.  
Unsurprisingly the result is an elegant and fresh-looking 
commentary on all the previous films made in the series, 
including the original Perfect Human film from the Sixties.

The whole paradox is that both Von Trier and Leth are 
control freaks and that even their playing about with loss 
of control is highly controlled. Viewers are free to see The 
Five Obstructions as a sterile exercise. However, considering 
J.Hoberman’s judgment of the film as `one part documentary, 
one part psychodrama, and one part mock manifesto’, the taut 
strictures of this game ironically resolve in a series of open-
ended questions, after its perpetual remakes only manage to 
reveal the affectations of its coconspirators.  Is it a Von Trier 
film, or a film about Von Trier? A Leth film, or a film about 
Leth? It’s hard to say.

  By Ian Rothwell



War and Sex 
Translation and Mediation Within 
the Work of Silvia Kolbowski

Translating the Real and the 
Symbolic in the age of Instaneity

Two intertwined bodies cradle one another and nude flesh 
is dusted with a chalky ash. The figures are cropped and 
their faces are hidden from the audience. Melancholy music 
plays as the tangled limbs passionately stroke one another 
and the ash shimmers like glitter on their skin. Gradually the 
grit covering the bodies disappears, leaving the interlocked 
arms smooth and covered in a light dewy sweat. A man’s 
voice – “Tu n’as rien vu à Hiroshima. Rien” – is translated 
into subtitles which read, ‘You saw nothing in Hiroshima. 
Nothing...’. A woman replies “J’ai tout vu. Tout”, the white 
text on the screen translates ‘I saw everything.’ And so begins 
the 1959 drama Hiroshima mon amour, written by Margeurite 
Duras and directed by Alain Resnais.
 
This scene has been translated and reinterpreted by Silvia 
Kolbowski as the introduction to her twenty-two minute video 
After Hiroshima mon amour. Kolbowski uses the original 
screen credits that open Resnais’ film, but adds an electric-
yellow font and distorts the original film score. The same 
images appear, but this time there is no music. The scene has 
been edited so that the bodies seem to twitch alongside each 
other whilst the silence amplifies the nervous energy of the 
scene: trauma tinged with eroticism. The silence is however 
broken by a pixellated video of a US military raid on an Iraqi 
household. There is screaming and a gun is pointed at a naked 
man, whilst the screen displays the familiar subtitles from 
Resnais’ original film: ‘I saw everything.’ Again the video 
reverts back to the nude twitching bodies as the screen reads 
‘You saw nothing in Hiroshima. Nothing.’

Kolbowski’s re-imagining of Hiroshima mon amour 
articulates themes of war, mourning, violence and eroticism to 
an audience familiar with the Iraq war and Hurricane Katrina. 
After Hiroshima mon amour lacks a traditional narrative; 

It’s difficult not to be reminded of Jean Baudrillard in our 
contemporary moment, particularly in the context of war. 
In his essay, The Gulf War Did Not Take Place (1991), 
the French theorist argues that the style of warfare used in 
the Gulf War was far removed from traditional methods 
involving actual hand-to-hand combat, and instead it existed 
as images on radar and TV screens relating distant conflicts 
and consequences. As such, most of the decisions made were 
based on perceived intelligence as oppose to actual seen-with-
the-eye intelligence. 

This dichotomy of perception also connects with Baudrillard’s 
distinction between two different types of reality in his essay 
Simulacra and Simulation written a decade earlier. Here he 
claims that our contemporary or post-modern society has 
replaced all reality and meaning with symbols and signs, 
such that human experience becomes a simulation of reality. 
These simulacra are the significations of culture and media 
that construct out perceived reality. Ultimately Baudrillard 
believes that our lives have become so saturated by simulacra 
that meaning has been rendered meaningless due to it being 
infinitely mutable. The real real has been translated into and 
usurped by a symbolic real. 

Baudrillard has always outraged with his ideas, especially 
when he voices them through the context of war; the reality 
of human suffering being a touchy subject. However after 
moving forward another ten years to a more recent conflict – 
the War in Iraq – his words seem now so uncannily accurate. 

The Chicago-based artist, Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle, affirms this 
contemporary connection through his work Phantom Truck 
(2007). Originally made for Documenta 12 but revived early 
last year at The Power Plant in Toronto, the work is a full-
scale steel construction of a mobile truck. It is a silent and 
static installation, barely discernible within a near-blacked out 
room. Four red light boxes are placed at each corner of the 
room and, like a photograph developing in a dark-room, our 
eyes adjust to the structure in front of us. 

Phantom Truck is a physical manifestation of the digitally 
rendered image that the then US Secretary of State, Colin 
Powell, showed to the UN during his notorious speech in 
February 2003. In this image were coherent and convincing 
depictions of mobile trucks in Iraq, which Powell posited 
as containing biological weapons. As he said in his speech, 
‘we have diagrammed what our sources reported about these 
mobile facilities. The description our sources gave us of the 
technical features required by such facilities is highly detailed 

instead Kolbowski has spliced borrowed visual material 
and recreated scenes from the original. This ‘translation’ 
demonstrates Kolbowski’s attempt to contextualize the legacy 
of Hiroshima and its narrative of war and peace within our 
present time. In this transgression of the original narrative 
structure, Kolbowski moves away from the singular point of 
view, represented by the female character in Resnais’ original, 
and instead posits a web of perspectives differing in race, 
gender and sexuality. 

Spliced video clips, presumably downloaded from the 
internet, portray the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and 
conflict in Iraq, and have been edited to appear saturated 
in unnatural colour: broken roofs, smashed windows and 
twisted metal fences are all an irregular shade of yellow. To a 
generation raised in front of screens, these strange colours will 
evoke the feel of early MTV videos and computer games.

One scene is shot from the inside of a car; the viewer looks 
through the front window of an SUV or large military vehicle 
with the dashboard framing the scene, and everything is 
purple. A person narrowly avoids being hit. Kolbowski 
then moves us back to a black and white scene of a couple 
embracing in bed: the pair of lovers in Hiroshima mon amour. 
The original couple - a French woman and a Japanese man 
- have also been re-imagined by Kolbowski, with the parts 
performed by a revolving cast of ten different actors varying 
in ethnicity, age, race and gender. The couples’ multiplicity 
fractures the grand narrative of ‘us’ and ‘them’; ideas often 
used to rationalize violence and war against another country, 
or the body of the ‘Other’. The original film’s narrative is 
expressed by the French woman through her account of her 
forbidden love with a German soldier, and her admission of 
the sense of relief she felt when the bomb was dropped.

and extremely accurate.’1

Phantom Truck exists in a condition of post-event where 
the truth is now known: Powell’s source was found to be 
inaccurate. The trucks that he had speculated upon had 
nothing to do with biological weapons and were in fact – as 
the Iraqis had claimed - for the production of hydrogen-filled 
weather balloons that were used to direct artillery shelling.

In light of this truth Manglano-Ovalle gives Powell’s fiction 
a palpable form. His giant truck occupies the entire space 
and towers above its viewer as they move around its exterior. 
The installation disallows passive spectatorship and instead 
pushes the viewer into a process of discovery that is reliant 
upon both sight and touch. With hyperaware eyes the truck 
is visible only via the sparse light source; it is seen in 
fragments like a hologram coming in and out of focus. The 
ephemeral is sharply countered by the cold physicality of 
the structure, which viewers are encouraged to touch as they 
guide themselves around the space. Manglano-Ovalle sets up 
a dichotomy between representation and reality and refuses to 
close the gap in between. 

This tension between what we see and what we touch echoes 
the role that both fact and fiction have to play in Phantom 
Truck. Manglano-Ovalle paradoxically affirms Baudrillard’s 
thesis by inverting it: he translates the symbolic real of 
Powell’s digitised image into the real real. He gives physical 
form to something that only ever existed as a simulacrum. It 
is by touching the steel frame of the truck and being made 
aware of its tactility that we are reminded of the very concrete 
repercussions that this fictional image has had: war and death. 

The danger that Manglano-Ovalle sees arising out of 
Baudrillard’s simulacra is it embroilment with politics, 
power and authority. When it is the sources in which we 
trust who disseminate these images, how can we reconcile 
what we know and what we are told? How can we translate 
the symbolic real back into the real real? By questioning the 
point at which fiction meets fact, Manglano-Ovalle creates 
an aesthetic object that encompasses this dilemma. Within 
its isolated space, Phantom Truck allows for these binaries to 
exist together; it is the spectator who must try and fill in the 
gaps. 

In our age of instantaneity Baudrillard’s past claims should set 

1  Powell, Colin. “Full text of Colin Powell’s 
speech.” The Guardian. 5 February, 2003

White subtitles in both works read ‘the anger of the cities, 
whether they like it or not, [is] against the inequality set forth 
as a principle by certain races against other races, against the 
inequality set forth as a principle by certain classes against 
other classes.’ After Hiroshima mon amour ends as it begins, 
with the cropped image of a lovers caress, taken directly 
from Hiroshima mon amour. This time the scene has been 
translated into Kolbowski’s saturated colour; the bodies are 
once again twitching but this time the scene is bathed in bright 
red. The white text along the bottom reads ‘I know what it is 
to forget. Like you, I tried with all my might to forget. Like 
you I forgot…FIN.’

  By Leah Werier

our contemporary alarm bells ringing. Although many refute 
his assertion that the Gulf War did not take place or indeed 
that the Iraq war did not take place, if we extend his words to 
more recent times, such accusations miss the point entirely. 
Baudrillard did not intend a general denial of war’s reality; 
people have died and political maps have been altered. His 
is a critique of our passive consumption of images - be they 
real or digital - via technological mediums. Manglano-Ovalle 
reinforces this substitution of the real with the symbolic by 
expressing and inciting an awareness of the danger of these 
symbols, or images, being inverted and used as justification 
for actions that have very real consequences. 

  By Joseph Constable



Roland Barthes introduces his final book, Camera Lucida, 
with an anecdote of his personal experience when confronted 
by a photograph of Napoleon’s youngest brother, Jerome, 
taken in 1852.  His response: “I am looking at eyes that 
looked at the Emperor.” 

In 2011 the USA is fearful of publishing a photograph of 
Osama Bin Laden dead. The publication of such a photograph 
is specifically to prove him dead, to end speculation. But we 
can only look at the eyes of the people who have seen. Pete 
Souza’s photograph of The Situation Room exploits the same 
act of looking at the eyes that looked, described by Barthes, 
because the primary subject, Osama Bin Laden killed by US 
forces, is censored. The photograph’s potential to be used as 
icon and propaganda renders publication too dangerous.  Im-
mediate debate suggests that any photograph could anyway 
have been “Photo-shopped”, but this doesn’t dilute the fear 
of the power that is possessed by an authentic photograph.  
DNA, a genetic code, tells us more certainly that the dead 
body is that of Osama Bin Laden, but his photograph has 
greater presence.  While we accept DNA as proof of identity, 
we experience images and respond to them: appearances 
remain our closest simulation of reality and photographs con-
tinue to have potency as propaganda – and as art – because of 
their perceived truth.  

“The realists, of whom I am one … do not take the 
photograph for a “copy” of reality, but for an ema-
nation of past reality: a magic, not an art. To ask 
whether a photograph is analogical or coded is not 
a good means of analysis. The important thing is 
that the photograph possesses an evidential force… 
the power of authentication exceeds the power of 
representation.”  

When he wrote this in 1980, Roland Barthes had been writ-
ing about photography and language for nearly three decades.  
His early essays describe a medium replete with propaganda: 
advertising and political messages, made all the more power-
ful by the apparent naturalism of the photographic vehicle, 
but, despite its naturalism, he maintained that photography 
is a language, “a kind of speech for us in the same way as 
a newspaper article.”   This is far from his definition of a 
photograph as “an emanation of past reality: a magic, not an 
art” written in Camera Lucida. The difference is more than 
one of time and the evolution of Barthes’ ideas.  Barthes is 
looking at two different types of photograph. In Mythologies, 
he looks objectively at photography in advertising, Camera 
Lucida, on the other hand, is a deeply personal search for 
a photograph of his dead mother. Mythologies sees him a 
socially aware, even socially conditioned, and sophisticated 
‘reader’ of carefully ‘written’ messages that are a part of 
our social fabric. The Barthes of Camera Lucida is search-
ing for a photograph that can only ever mean anything to 
him. Moreover, now, rather than ‘reading’ photographs, he is 
“wounded” by them. This type of photograph is not depen-
dent on words for its meaning. The medium of photography 
itself provides meaning, and Barthes, in order to speak at all 
of it, must create a new, personal term to describe his reac-
tion, “ punctum”, the latin for puncture or wound.   

Barthes is, it seems, two very different types of spectator: 
the one a progressive, intellectual force, the other, regressive: 
his words in Camera Lucida having more in common with 
the c.19 critic (such as Eric Hello who describes photography 
as “a mirror that remembers” , rather) than the c20 theorists 
he mentored such as Victor Burgin who sees even “domestic 
snapshots [as propaganda that] .. serve to legitimate the insti-
tution of the family”. 

C21 Artists:
C19 Spectators

Barthes is well aware, as he writes Camera Lucida, that he 
is out of step with his era, for, in order to achieve his new 
desire, he must he states “..be primitive, without culture”: 
this from the man considered to be one of the most important 
intellectual figures to have emerged from post-war France. 

I don’t bear the weight of his intellectual reputation but it is 
still unreasonable of me perhaps, in the early c21, to claim 
that the indexical photograph remains powerful.  It is the 
digital age.  An age when every image is made up of binary 
code. Unreasonable too, because, where Barthes, claims to be 
a spectator and subject of photographs only, I cannot.  I am 
an artist who uses photography, who has specifically begun 
to use photography because of the facility  digital technology 
provides, and who crafts each photographic image with great 
care. 

My photographs are indexical of models I construct. The 
models themselves hold no pretension of realism. They’re 
made of plasticine, balsa wood and greaseproof paper. Their 
apparent naturalism is entirely a product of their photo-
graphic transformation. It is possible to photograph them in 
such a way as to reveal the sham.  As every photographer 
must, I choose what I show and what I reveal to the spectator.  
This however is not a digital trick but an essential part of the 
camera itself. 

If I could choose a spectator for my work, I would choose the 
primitive spectator who responds to images, rather than the 
sophisticated and knowing ‘reader’ of images.

Of course I cannot in reality choose my spectators.  Which 
artist, when referring to the viewer or spectator, really has 
knowledge of that person? Are they active or passive? Knowl-
edgeable or ignorant? I can, however, rely on them knowing 
the medium: photography.  

The particular photograph of Barthes’ mother may only  
mean something to him, but, we all have photographs like 
that: family photographs, photographs of loved ones now 
dead, photographs of people only we recognize.  As well 
as being a large part of our communal and public life in the 
advertisements that bombard us, photographs continue to be 
part of our personal record, and in doing so  it continues the 
traditions of the c19, and the very first spectators of photo-
graphs. The first practice to be rendered redundant by the 
invention of photography in the c19 was that of the miniature 
portrait painter. Recent technological advances have only 
made us more profligate with photographs – they are taken, 
stored and distributed easily and cheaply - our recording of 
our personal histories is more detailed and varied - a history 
less censored - less likely to support the institution of the 
family as we are now able, and willing, to record and share 
the smallest and silliest moment as well as the formal grand 
occasion.  

Nadar, one of the first photographers to work in Paris, record-
ed artists, writers, and philosophers –anyone who ventured to 
his studio curious to learn of the new technique. When he had 
photographic lights installed on his balcony overlooking the 
Boulevard des Capucines in Paris in 1860, he recalls that: 

“The regular return, each evening, of this light … 
arrested the crowd on the boulevard and, drawn 
like moths to the flame, a good many of the curious 
– both the friendly and the indifferent – came to 
climb up the stairs to our studio … These visitors 
represented every social class; they were the more 
welcome insofar as they furnished us with a free 

supply of models…”   

These then are c19 spectators: ‘friendly and indifferent’, and 
from every social class. 

Baudelaire records public reaction also as enthusiastic to 
photography, although scathingly: 

 “Since photography provides us with every desir-
able guarantee of exactitude’ (they believe that 
poor madmen!), ‘art is photography.’ From that 
moment onward, our loathsome society rushed, 
like Narcissus, to contemplate its trivial image on 
the metallic plate.  A form of lunacy, an extraor-
dinary fanaticism, took hold of these new sun-
worshippers.”  

If we believe Nadar and Baudelaire, a wide spectrum of the 
c.19 public was hungry for photographs because they per-
ceived them as exact replications of nature and of themselves. 
Baudelaire’s belief in the romantic genius of the artist is 
threatened. 

By the second half of the c.20 critical thinking by artists and 
theorists have departed radically from Baudelaire.  Artists no 
longer feel the obligation to ‘craft’ their art. They are not the 
sole creators of meaning.  In 1961 Marcel Duchamp gives a 
lecture at MoMA in New York in which he states: 

“The creative act is not formed by the artist alone; 
the spectator brings the work in contact with the 
external world by deciphering and interpreting its 
inner qualifications and thus adds his contribution 
to the creative act.” 

Later that decade, Joseph Beuys eliminated entry require-
ments to his classes at Dusseldorf Academy as part of his be-
lief that all people are artists.  To allow this, both Beuys and 
Duchamp privileged the Conceptual over the ‘retinal’.  Craft 
skill was no longer a requirement if art objects could simply 
be chosen, or pictures simply taken with a camera.

While this may appear to be Baudelaire’s fear come true, it 
does not distinguish c20 artists and theorists as radically as 
one may think from all nineteenth century thinking. One of 
the first essays to be written on the subject of photography, by 
the lithographer A. J. Wiertz,  prophecies that photography 
will replace the crafting of art, and allow artists to concen-
trate on ideas ninety years before Duchamp gave his lecture:

“This machine, a century hence, will be the brush, 
the palette, the colours, the craft, the practice, the 
patience, the glance, the touch, the paste, the glaze, 
the trick,  the relief, the finish, the rendering. A 
century hence, there will be no more bricklayers 
of painting; there will be only architects – painters 
in the full sense of the word. And are we really to 
imagine that the daguerreotype has murdered art? 
No, it kills the work of patience, but it does homage 
to the work of thought.”  

The difference between c19 and c20 remains in their differ-
ent perceptions of the spectator as a maker of meaning as 
opposed to a passive receiver of meaning made by the artist.  
Roland Barthes contributed a seminal essay to this argument 
in 1977: The Death of the Author .  This essay goes much 
further than Duchamp, for, where Duchamp describes a col-
laboration between artist and spectator, (where the artwork is 
the meeting place for the two participants, the one creating a 

conduit for meaning to be interpreted by the other), Barthes 
believes that the “birth of the reader must be at the cost of the 
death of the Author.”(the art work is entirely independent of 
the artist once it leaves the studio and the spectator creates 
all meaning).  Barthes’ thesis is critical of a literary/artis-
tic world that “has never paid any attention to the reader”. 
Which begs the question: do we pay attention to the reader/
spectator in this century?

Has there really been a democratic emancipation of the spec-
tator in the c20 and c21? And, if so, is this a truly generous 
act on the part of artists? Or a shunning of responsibility by 
artists: a failure to create works that communicate? 

Moreover, are spectators up to their new role? Are spectators 
simply people who go as if in pilgrimage to gaze at famous 
spectacles, to gawp?  Or people who look, consider and in-
terpret images?  The new role assigned to the viewer is hard 
work after all.  Not only entertainment, but a real participa-
tion in creating meaning from what is displayed to them. 

The only certainty is that spectators are multiple, their 
responses are multiple and any meaning produced by them 
must also be multiple. Some will be highly engaged, critical, 
and able to understand artworks on a number of different 
levels, others will commit no more than the thirty second av-
erage to looking at a work of art. Increasing numbers look at 
work through the lens of their own cameras, just long enough 
to snap and walk on by.   Tentatively, I ask the question: can 
these multiple meanings be meaningful?

For myself, I feel compelled to make art with intention.  I 
am guided by what the images mean to me.  And I do wish 
to communicate something of that to the spectator.  If there 
is space in my work that is exclusively for the spectator, it 

is in the ambiguity of the images: the tension between the 
model and their photographic naturalism.  By means of the 
layers I create between the figures represented and captured 
by the camera – the picture plane itself, the paper surface, the 
distance to the stage where the figure sits – I hope that the 
viewer might be made sufficiently curious to peel away the 
layers in their imaginations.  I am happy for them to create 
a personal response and meaning specific to themselves, but 
I would be lying if I said that I don’t care what is communi-
cated by the work.

When I talked about my work at Glasgow Print Studio , 
people came who were interested in my reasons for making 
the work.  Although they were happy to convey what they got 
from my artwork. They wanted confirmation.  And I have to 
admit to a satisfaction of my own when their responses also 
confirmed what I had tried to express.  For all parties, our 
shared conclusions seemed more meaningful than any purely 
individual conclusion. 

I am less happy to reveal my processes of making, but all 
were interested to learn how the work is made and step be-
yond the usual boundaries of spectatorship where conditions 
of production are hidden.  None guessed my actual process.  
A surprising number had thought my small, badly made fig-
ures to be real-life people, photographed posing behind large 
sheets of material.  The trick of photographic truth doing its 
job better than I imagined.

Conclusion: 

Digital photography, by reducing images to series of binary 
codes, may seem to destroy all analogies between life and 
image. But we are unaware – as spectators - of the con-
struction when we look at the image.  Digital photography, 

conceals the means of making from the spectator, attempt-
ing ever greater ‘realism’ by increasing numbers of pixels, 
to render them invisible and make photographs all the more 
convincing of their referents.  Even when ‘manipulated’, the 
manipulation, the collaged piece, the simulation, is seam-
less. The crafting of it may be great – pixel by pixel – but, 
the progress of digital technology strongly suggests that the 
spectator should not see this. Photography continues to aspire 
to be the invisible medium described by Barthes in Camera 
Lucida.  

The division in Roland Barthes’ writing between his objec-
tive and subjective selves is one I find in myself. It divides 
me as maker of art from myself as spectator.  It is a kind of 
duplicity: intellectual understanding of digital technology 
means that I understand the constructed aspect of photo-
graphs, but I don’t see it as a spectator, and, I don’t want 
spectators of my work to see it.  It is important in a world 
where our research (certainly in the UK) is now judged on 
the quality of its impact, that we, as artists, understand, not 
only the theoretical, but also the spectators’ perspective, and 
realize how far apart these two stances sometimes are.  

  By Jo Ganter

Sitting Man (Digital Print) Dusk Man (Digital Print)



There still exists the basic belief that the motive of war 
photography is to bring the war home; a judgement which 
upholds the naïve assumption that images of atrocity can 
foster greater militancy, if not basic compassion. However, if 
in its earliest incarnations, photography aimed solely to docu-
ment, then it has now shifted from the potential of provoking 
reaction to war, to becoming part of it. In the last decade, we 
have witnessed a proliferation of violent imagery and actions: 
of planes flying into skyscrapers and hailed as the world’s 
first live global media event, of decapitations and suicide 
bombings bought into homes via computers, of fallen dicta-
tors dragged through streets and paraded in front of amateur 
cameramen, of naked prisoners tortured for their captor’s 
cameras. In her recent book, The Cruel Radiance: Photogra-
phy and Political Violence, Susie Linfield proposes that these 
forms of savagery are neither merely images or actions, but 
are ‘designed to be both: they are propaganda of the spectacle 
and of the deed’. 

This turning point in documentary photography is one which 
has, arguably, escalated post 9/11. Drawing on dystopian 
fantasies of destruction from Hollywood movies such as 
Independence Day and Towering Inferno, the spectacular 
events of 9/11 cried out to be photographed. So much so, that 
it became the most videotaped and photographed day in our 
entire history. It was photographed by anybody and seen by 
everybody. Now, ten years later, there has been an increase 
of the phenomenon which Linfield details as ‘photographs 
[which] are designed to be a form of warfare, and are taken 
by the perpetrators of violence as a way of promoting or 
celebrating it’. These images are of course very different 
than photographs as evidential documentation: ‘This latter 
category usually refers to images taken by someone who 
records events (not stages them) for the purpose of alerting 
the world’. The difference is one of photography as weapon 
rather than witness.

While Linfield believes that ‘both 9/11 and the Abu Ghraib 
torture photographs strengthened our belief in the truth-value 
of photographs’, and that because ‘the cruelty of the im-
ages were experienced, viscerally, by billions of people’, the 
objective impact of the images was intensified, she also cites 
numerous examples pre 9/11 where photography manifests as 
a weapon rather than documentation: 

‘There are millions of such images - and they are a fierce re-
buke, or at least a challenge, to the belief that the visual docu-
mentation of atrocities will lead to outrage and saving action. 
We now know that photographs can not only protest cruelty 
but also, just as easily, celebrate and promote it. Photographs 
can be forms of cruelty themselves. All these images under-
mine the basic tenet of photojournalism: the belief that perpe-
trators seek to hide the crimes they commit and that exposing 
those crimes will lead to amelioration or justice.’

Specifically, Linfield discusses the vast archive of imagery 
taken by the Nazis and their supporters in the camps, ghet-
tos and on the Eastern front: ‘These are probably the most 
controversial group of such images, and there is debate about 
whether, or how, the Nazi photos should be viewed’. How-
ever, the majority of images which depict the Holocaust were 
taken by the Nazis themselves as forms of propaganda. The 
iconic image of a little boy, hands raised, as he is rounded up 
in the warsaw Ghetto was, for the Nazis, ‘a triumphal image, 
not a shameful one. They were proud of what they were do-
ing.’ 

Linfield continues: ‘More recently, I saw a series of four pho-
tographs taken by a Somali photographer named Farah Abdi 
Warsameh, who works for the AP. They show, in brutal de-
tail, the stoning-to-death of a man named Mohamed Abukar 
Ibrahim - for the “crime” of adultery - by the Islamist militia 
Hizbul Islam, which has allied with the main fundamentalist 
militia there, Al Shabab. These pictures are extremely graph-

 Photography 
as Warfare
Kathryn Lloyd in Conversation 
with Susie Linfield

ic, extremely hard to look at - Ibrahim is literally tortured to 
death - but they illustrate what Shariah law can look like in 
practice. I think it’s important that they be seen. There’s no 
doubt that they could only have been taken with the approval 
of Hizbul Islam - though obviously they can be reacted to, 
and used in, ways that the militia itself never intended’.

There are many other examples of such images, in which 
photography is employed to celebrate cruelty: ‘Saddam Hus-
sein’s Baathists documented some of their tortures, rapes and 
executions in photographs and films. Members of Sierra Le-
one’s Revolutionary United Front photographed themselves 
in the act of committing atrocities and murders. The Scorpi-
ons, a notorious Serb paramilitary group, filmed themselves 
as they executed unarmed Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica; 
the resulting tape was bought by a journalist in an ordinary 
video store in Sid. Officials in Stalin’s prisons, and in Pol 
Pot’s too, took thousands of pictures of their prisoners before 
they were executed; in both instances, meticulous records of 
barbarism were kept’. In Linfield’s view, while none of these 
images are typical examples of photojournalism, they reveal 
the great strengths and weaknesses of photographs of suffer-
ing. They were taken by perpetrators, yet in her view ‘they 
speak for the victims and are on the side of the victims. They 
sabotage their own intent; they are scalding self-accusations; 
they twist in upon themselves. But they also epitomise, in 
especially cruel ways, the inability of photographs to save the 
people they depict’.

While it is indubitable that film and photography have been 
central to war propaganda since its initiation, in the past 
decade there has been an increase in violent acts which are 
deliberately performed for the camera. Since the events of 
9/11, it has emerged that some terrorist groups send their own 
cameramen to film their missions. Suicide bombings in Iraq 
and Israel are photographed as they happen and immediately 
broadcast. There is no fear of photography as condemning 
evidence, but rather one of proud proof, as the insurgents 
themselves are consistently capturing, and then publishing 
their own criminal activity. 

Furthermore, pinpointing the beheading video of American 
journalist Daniel Pearl from 2002, Linfield suggests that it 
seems ‘the “point” of killing Daniel Pearl was to present the 
image of his murder to the world - and to use that image as an 
organising tool among jihadist groups.’ Thus, what distin-
guishes this variant of imagery is that the spectacles seem 
to be choreographed largely  so that they can be filmed and 
distributed over the internet. Similarly, as Linfield concludes: 
‘the 9/11 hijackers - who were, after all, quite educated - must 
have known that the whole world would watch their act of 
madness. The purpose of terror is, after all, to terrify. And 
the camera is an awfully good “aid” in doing so.’

Similarly to the bank of Nazi imagery, these images pro-
voke fresh difficulties within the ethics of their publication. 
Linfield argues that the release of certain images, such as 
the Abu Ghraib torture photographs, was good for American 
democracy: ‘Americans very much need to know what was 
happening in Iraq. It’s good when photographs of torture 
see the light of day - which, for obvious reasons, they rarely 
do,’ Furthermore, she asserts similar attitudes towards the 
jihadist videos of beheadings, suicide bombings and stonings: 
‘Yes, it’s good that we see these things, that we know they are 
happening. But the fact that they are happening is, of course, 
utter barbarism.’ While the certain images which have 
been discussed utilise photography as a weapon, Linfield 
maintains that ‘one needs to make a distinction between the 
documentation of the act, and the act itself.’

Linfield stresses that there is not a ‘“formula” for how to look 
at photographs. Nor [does she] think that any single photo-
graph can be approached in one way; on the contrary, one of 
the wonderful - and troubling - things about photographs is 

precisely that they can be interpreted in so many different 
and contradictory ways.’ So, while photography as warfare 
subsumes its political agenda into the production of the im-
age itself, it can still be manipulated or received in various 
ways. Linfield classes photographs as a ‘process of making 
meaning, and this process, this activity, occurs between the 
photographer and the viewer. In this sense photographs aren’t 
“things” - or at least not fixed, immutable things.’

Asking Linfield what thoughts she has on the future of 
documentary photography, although refraining from any 
concrete predictions, she surmises that: ‘new technologies 
have speeded up the rate at which images are produced and 
disseminated and seen - and speeded up everything else 
too, in fact. When it comes to documentary photography in 
particular, there’s less time to understand, to contemplate, to 
research the underlying histories, to formulate meaning, to 
discuss, to interpret: a dangerous trajectory, in my view.’

Susie Linfield is the author of ‘The Cruel Radiance: Photog-
raphy and Political Violence’ (University of Chicago Press, 
2010). It was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle 
Award in Criticism and for the Infinity Writing Award from 
the International Centre of Photography. Linfield is also 
director of the Cultural Reporting and Criticism programme 
at New York University.

  By Kathryn Lloyd

Lygia Pape 
The Book is Now a Web

In 1967 Roland Barthes gave a lecture in which he described 
the crippling difficulty of writing his first novel. The trouble, 
he explained, was that there was just too much pressure. A 
novel, in his view, was an absolute and irrevocable statement 
on the way he viewed the world, and the finality of this 
thought proved paralysing whenever he tried to write. After 
a full decade of trying, Barthes had managed to research 
and deliver an entire lecture series entitled ‘Preparation of 
the Novel’, detailing in depth the process of planning and 
constructing a work of fiction. He just never managed to write 
the damn thing. 

Barthes had stumbled upon a problem of real chicken and 
egg dimensions – words, he found, just got in the way when 
one tried to write. Had he been familiar with contemporary 
developments in Latin American art at the time, however, he 
might have found a solution. A group of artists working in 
Brazil in the fifties, known as the Neo-Concrete movement 
and counting Lygia Pape as one of their member, had come 
across the exact same dilemma, and devised a truly ingenious 
solution. The answer? Simple - just write without words. 

Post-war Brazil, like so many other countries at the time, 
was simmering with creative restlessness. A perceived need 
for a new language of modernity was circling artistic and 
literary collectives, and it was out of this that the principles 
of the Neo-Concrete movement was born. ‘A Neo-Concrete 
poet calls on – in addition to words - shapes, colours and 
movements at a level on which verbal and visual language 
intertwine’, explained Ferraira Gullar, the movement’s 
founder, in the manifesto he wrote in 1959. Indeed, the need 
to expand the very frontiers of poetry was a central aim of 
these writers and artists. They had ground to a halt with the 
restrictions of working exclusively with words on a page, and 
had become disheartened with the sophomoric intellectual 
pretence of literary discourse. They sought a new type of 
poem, a revolutionary form for revolutionary times, one 
which was visceral, sensory and pulsing with vitality. 

Pape played an active role in this group throughout its 
short life span, from the very beginning, with its inaugural 
breakaway from the ‘Concrete’ group in 1957, to the bitter 
end of its dissolution immediately before the military coup in 
1964. Her active engagement with Neo-Concrete principles 
filtered visibly through her artwork. Shunning the notion that 
a poem should exist as a disembodied portion of text, in 1957 
she began to create ‘object-poems’; remarkable folding paper 
sculptures, which the reader has to unfold and re-arrange 
to uncover the hidden few words of poetry printed on them. 
This encourages a new type of interaction between the work 
and the reader. Forced to slowly unpack each of these paper 
maquettes to uncover the hidden script, the reader is plunged 
into a poetic experience which is playful and kinetic; the 
antithesis of a dry, intellectual engagement with art. 

Pape furthered these poetic explorations with a period of 
unprecedented experimental bookmaking, beginning in 1959 
with The Book of Creation. This work unapologetically 
dispenses with every single conventional register of the book, 
there are no bound pages, no text, no front or back cover, no 
narrative, not even a beginning or an end. Instead, Pape has 
created an inexhaustibly interactive paper sculpture, where 
each page consists of mobile, interconnecting models, made 
from geometrically cut and folded paper. 

The Book of Creation’s eponymous allusion to Genesis is 
only one of the multi-layered strands of creativity which this 
book symbolises. More than anything it is the mysterious and 
deeply personal act of artistic creativity which is embedded 
in this work. Pape explained her intentions; ‘I recounted the 
creation of the world, non-verbally, with shapes and colours 
alone, not words.’ In doing so, she completely transformed the 
act of reading. This isn’t a book you engage with passively, 
curled up in an armchair, instead it demands a playful and 

inventive interaction. One page consists of a red paper circle 
emerging from a blank square of white card. The reader draws 
this out from a slit in the card into a full, 360 degree hoop 
and then allows it to retreat back into invisibility, before the 
whole process begins again. Elsewhere, a page entitled Man 
Invented the Wheel, is composed of a folded fan made from 
pleated paper which opens out into a full circle and then 
collapses back in on itself. In both cases, Pape capitalises on 
the constitutive endlessness of the circle to make a coherent 
conceptual statement on the boundlessness of creativity.  
Whilst playing with these interlocking geometric forms, the 
reader is forced into a role as fundamentally creative as that of 
the artist herself. Stripped of all text and all narrative, they are 
forced to compile meanings of their own as they contemplate 
the silence of paper.

A similar approach is adopted in The Book of Architecture 
(1959 – 1960), a compendium of the entire history of 
architectural design without a single written word. In lieu 
of this, Pape creates individual pages, made from three-
dimensional folded cut-outs, which evoke the aesthetics of 
each major architectural epoch. A page entitled ‘Pyramids’ 
is comprised of triangular stacks of card, whereas ‘Oasis’ is 
a green cube atop a grainy, sandy surface. ‘Gothic’ is made 
of delightfully intricate, spiky vaults popping up from the 
page, and ‘Baroque’ consists of energetically springing 
spirals of paper, leaping forwards and toppling over in ornate 
corkscrews.

This reduction of architectural blueprints to origami-like 
frailty was inspired in part by Pape’s immediate architectural 
environment in Brazil. At the time, Brazilian cities could 
broadly be categorised into two types, both of which where 
in a continual state of construction. First were the high-rise 
apartment blocks, the gleaming, mechanical, modern emblems 
of the corporate world. Secondly were the ubiquitous favelas 
and squatter settlements, the hand-built and necessarily 
improvised. Pape had extensive opportunity to reflect 
critically on this during her role as an architectural lecturer at 
the Universidade Sante Ursula. Despite her prolific career as 
an artist, Pape preferred teaching architectural programmes 
rather than Fine Art ones. The syllabus, she believed, was 
less contaminated by orthodox canons, and allowed her 
greater freedom to teach her students as she wished. Indeed, 
the cut-out-and-keep aesthetic of her Book of Architecture is 
inseparable from her long-term admiration for these squatter 
settlements, particularly the makeshift and impromptu nature 
of building. She even took her architecture students on tours 
of these areas, demonstrating how inventive construction was 
a question of sheer survival in this world. It was precisely this 
enterprising approach to creation, as indispensably human 
rather than gratuitously decorative, which she sought to evoke 
in her books.

Her last experiment in Neo-Concrete bookmaking was 
The Book of Time. Unlike her previous works, this book is 
experienced as an architectural installation. Consisting of 
three hundred and sixty-five tempura-painted wooden units; 
these brightly coloured, tile-like pages are designed to be 
hung, sweeping across a vertical wall in a neat grid. Like 
her earlier works, the intention here is to assail the viewer 
with a sensory overload and indeed, standing before The 
Book of Time, is an almost dizzying experience. One gets the 
impression that the pages are constantly moving and shifting, 
their square shapes blinking on and off like faulty LED lights. 
The work is best understood as a visual poem, using optic 
rhythms instead of rhyme and Lego-like block instead of 
letters.

The title of Pape’s current show at the Serpentine, Magnetized 
Space, vividly evokes the physically transformative nature 
of her art. It isn’t an art which sits passively in a white cube, 
it actively shakes you out of your quotidian environment, 
palpably alters the air around it. Few may realise, however, 

that this phrase itself initially comes from one of Pape’s 
quotes about her books; ‘The book is now a web; the reader 
may be caught in the threads that connect its proposals, 
creating what I call Magnetized Space.’ This then is the 
ultimate aim of writing without words; an overhaul of the 
ancient status of the book, remodeling it into an experiential 
entity, which, like The Book of Time, assails a room and lights 
up the space with its glittering energy.

  By Kamila Kocialkowska



Expropriating 
the Voice
Woman (h)as a Voice 
with Meaning

A voice calls through the darkness. Filling a screen, a face 
sings a strange lullaby to anyone who will listen, drawing us 
down a dimly lit walkway. ‘So hold me mum, in your arms.’ 
(The artist appeals to her mother.) ‘So hold me, mum, in your 
long arms.’ (The artist appears to have a tall mother.) ‘In your 
automatic arms, your petrochemical arms, in your arms. So 
hold me, mum, in your long arms, your petrochemical arms, 
your military arms, in your arms, in your electronic arms.’ 
(No, it seems that having a larger-than-average mother is, in 
fact, not the issue for the artist. This is no lullaby.) 

These are the lyrics of Laurie Anderson’s O Superman, 
(1981). Bridging the gap between high and low culture, O Su-
perman peaked at number two in the UK singles music chart 
in 1981. Nothing like the dub-step chart-toppers of today: the 
grave tempo; quiet impeding tone; and even the melody of 
the work, with its descending semi-tones (the ultimate signi-
fier of melancholy in music), all work to represent a societal 
sadness, the result of a feeling of alienation engendered by 
Postmodernism. The postmodern subject becomes merely ‘an 
other among others’ through his or her recognition of plurality 
(a by-product of the loss of mastery experienced in the West 
at this time). Anderson’s call in O Superman is her appeal 
against and refusal of isolated existence, an example of her 
being open to the other. Making this call enforces her precari-
ousness as ‘other amongst others’, yet she does it nonetheless. 
This would seem to represent the subject’s need for intimacy, 
and its impossibility in a postmodern world which has cor-
rupted the image of the comforting mother into the catastroph-
ic (m)other whom one must necessarily be armed against. It 
is through the singing voice that Laurie Anderson chooses to 
translate this terrible dichotomy.

Historically, the voice is a tricky medium for women to work 
with: it is attached to gender stereotypes, which date back 
centuries. Medieval monks, for example, believed in Sirens 
(mythological female sea-creatures) who lulled sailors to sleep 
with their voices only to rip their bodies apart. Slovenian 
cultural theorist Mladen Dolar describes the singing voice in 
particular as the ‘voice beyond sense’, as mere superficial-
ity; the voice as the most perfidious form of the flesh.  And, 
equated with the flesh, in the Middle Ages, it was also there-
fore analogous to carnal femininity - the temptress. The voice 
as woman was seen at best to be the mere vehicle of meaning, 
at worst to be the harbinger of senselessness; just another of 
women’s tools of corruption. According to Dolar, the text or 
meaning was to be understood, in this simple paradigmatic 
opposition, on the side of masculinity. Now, we all know 
that these were just threatened men: scared of God, scared of 
women, and most of all, scared of themselves (hence all the 
projection). But, nevertheless, throughout the ages the effects 
of threatened men have had some catastrophic consequences. 
If those scared men have any power, which they often do, then 
centuries of gender stereotyping will take its toll. As a female 
artist, the voice – understood as woman itself, a ‘threaten-
ing superficiality’ – is then somewhat more than a ‘tricky’ 
medium to work with.

Bearing this idea in mind, it is interesting to note that to sing 
her call – to express her need for intimacy – Anderson adopts 
an androgynous (even masculine) appearance and sound in 
O Superman. In her video she is shown wearing an ill-fitting 
suit-jacket with shoulder pads; a plain unfitted shirt, buttoned 
right up; little or no make-up; and with cropped, spiky hair. 
Singing into a microphone she has manipulated her voice 
through a synthesizer so that it sounds an octave lower, elec-
tronic and robotic. There is something of a ‘masculine mas-
querade’ going on here. Craig Owens, on interpreting a work 
of art, wrote: ‘In order to speak, to represent herself, a woman 
assumes a masculine position’. Does Anderson’s masquerade 
as man in fact deny women’s right to have a voice, relegat-
ing them to their traditional role as voice (the mere carrier of 
meaning at best)? Does she conform to the medieval rule that 
to translate meaning, one must speak as a man?

Sigmund Freud wrote of man as a kind of ‘prosthetic god’, 
having conquered nature. The title, O Superman, speaks to 
us of a god-like man, yet it is ‘mum’ Anderson constantly 
appeals to. By ‘appropriating the phallus’ in her dress and in 
voice, we can read the work, not as denying women’s right to 
speak, but as mocking the ‘prosthetic god’ man has become. 
Undermining the ideal through a double whammy of her 
masculine masquerade, and actual lack of phallus, she shatters 
the male dream of whole singular identity twice-over – as 
woman, and then ‘as man’. Anderson ‘adopts the masculine 
negative fantasy in order to expose the underlying precarious-
ness of the identity of the male ego, which is threatened by 
the uncanniness of the feminine’. You never said a truer word 
Mary Russo. It could be said that Anderson not only refuses to 
conform to the sexualised subject of popular cultural demand, 
she actively becomes the (scared) heterosexual male’s nega-
tive fantasy – an almost-man – in her androgynous dress and 
voice synthesization. 

A more useful term in thinking about Anderson’s arrival at 
the position of speaking subject might not be ‘appropriation’ 
(of the phallus) but ‘expropriation’ of it, however. Anderson 
expropriates the voice (and the phallus implicitly) through 
her appearance and sound; she dispossesses them from their 
male owner. She claims the voice plus meaning for women, 
just as she claims the gaze for women in her earlier work, 
Fully Automated Nikon (Object/Objection/Objectivity), 1973. 
This work involved her photographing men who had verbally 
harassed her as she walked down the street, claiming her right 
to mobility without the persistent objectification women suffer 
daily. The photographs remain unedited except for the cool 
but crippling obliteration of the men’s eyes with a white line, 
expropriating their gaze as she does the voice in O Superman. 

More than twenty years on Sharon Hayes is working with the 
voice to a similar effect. She has been expropriating the very 
words of men, however, rather than their surface appearance 
or sound. Taking for her own phrases from Oscar Wilde’s De 
Profundis and slogans from early gay liberation parades in 
New York, she addressed the public with her ‘love letter’, her 
‘song’, I March In The Parade Of Liberty, But As Long As I 

Love You I’m Not Free, from the street corners of New York – 
commissioned by The New Museum in 2008. (Listen at http://
www.shaze.info/#.) 

Her recital began, ‘My dear lover, I’m taking to the streets to 
speak to you because there doesn’t seem to be any other way 
to get through.’ She goes on using the words of Wilde, burn-
ing with hopeful sadness: ‘I need to speak to you, my love, 
of your life and of mine, of our past and our future; of sweet 
things that have turned to bitterness; and of bitter things that 
still could be turned to joy.’ Her call grows from what sounds 
like a simple love letter to her absent lover, to a speech act ad-
dressing the collective as her lover. Her address becomes one 
of overwhelming love for her fellows, though most don’t stop 
to listen. She migrates from speaking of how she feels like 
she has lost a limb in losing ‘you’; to subtly address the issue 
of the monopolization of the state of the individual’s inherent 
violence; and the hope and disappointment she and ‘you’ feel 
in the failure of collective political action; to the point that 
she as a lesbian, and opposing the current wars, feels like a 
‘stranger’ in her own country. She speaks of the protest ‘you’ 
and her went on, in which you were holding signs: ‘Mine read 
“TOGETHER WE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD” which 
you said was simplistic and cheesy, but by the end of the day 
you were shouting it at the top of your lungs as if it were the 
most important thing in the world to say.’

Well, isn’t it? Expropriating the voice of men, claiming the 
voice as their own, women artists are going beyond the con-
straints and historical associations attached to this medium of 
translating meaning. They are speaking or singing important 
things about what some (often scared) men are doing to the 
world in the hope of changing the path we have been on since 
O Superman was made, and before. Both Hayes and Anderson 
make themselves vulnerable in calling to the other in appeal 
for love: but whereas Anderson postulates a catastrophic 
future of impossible intimacy Hayes, though disappointed, 
remains hopeful for change through this very call, this very 
voice, this love. She simply waits to be heard. 

‘I feel like I could talk to you for a very long time; like I could 
stand here on the streets for hours, and hours; for days, and 
days; for longer even; in the hope that some mere phrase, 
some single word, some broken echo of love might reach you, 
and find it’s way to bounce back to me. How many times can I 
say this to you?’

  By Sarah Hardie

DBC Pierre

DBC Pierre, the nom de plume of Peter Finlay, shot to fame in 
2003 with Vernon God Little, a masterpiece of black comedy, 
scathing social critique and elastically-creative prose. His 
debut book, written after his now-infamous turbulent early 
life, won instant cult status after being awarded the Man 
Booker Prize, and subsequently hurtled into global bestseller 
status, being published in more than 40 countries worldwide 
in the process.  He followed this with Ludmilla’s Broken 
English in 2006 and Lights Out in Wonderland in 2010, his 
most recent, biting satire of Capitalism. Infinitely more down-
to-earth than your average experimental novelist, he takes the 
time to discuss art, language and literary superstardom with 
Kamila Kocialkowska. 

[Kamila Kocialkowska] You recently taught a Guardian 
Masterclass in Creative Writing. Did you ever take such 
classes yourself? What prompted you to teach?

[DBC Pierre] I never took such a class myself, and actually 
would disagree with taking one, in its accepted form. I was 
asked to do this one and accepted it because I have some 
ideas about fiction writing which differ from the format – 
specifically I feel that when you’re starting out to write for the 
first time you don’t need anyone else’s critique; by definition 
this would only train you to write for your critics and I believe 
that the impulse to write, by its nature, asks us to go through 
the process of clarifying our own view and abandoning any 
second-guessing (a difficult-enough thing by itself without 
numerous other opinions to consider). What most gels in 
books, and calls our attention, are new viewpoints and 
voices, pure ones. We will be critiqued later anyway in terms 
of technique, but I really feel the writer should empty their 
honest selves onto the page before wondering what others 
think. You can add technique to a pure expression, but much 
less easily pure expression to technique. I separate the two 
into art and craft, and only join them later in the process; so 
what’s needed are some tools for the process of recognising 
yourself when the work is good, or finished, and pressing on 
toward your own satisfaction alone. I take this tack because 
it’s how I started, so there were things learned the hard way 
which I can pass on. But it’s not a new career or anything 
– doing this also clarifies my viewpoint before I write, so it 
works both ways

[KK]Your prose style is so distinctively energetic, one gets 
the impression you are trying to stretch language to its 
limits. What do you make of the current state of the English 
language?

[DP] English is in a state of flux, but not yet at any new 
destination. Language in common use is shrinking, but our 
ideas are changing too, so the thing is moving along into a 
new era without quite reaching it yet. Also it currently seems 
driven by commerce and media, so is homogenising. Still a lot 
of fun to be had though!

[KK] How did your writing practice change after the 
phenomenal success of Vernon God Little? Did you find it 

harder in any way?
 
[DP] The writing itself wasn’t any more difficult, but 
conditions for writing were all but impossible; the 
promotional schedule became more important for publishers 
than the writing schedule, and enormous pressure came to 
bear on both. Bloody impossible, and only now becoming 
reasonable.
 
[KK] Your command of language is so idiosyncratic, do you 
have any apprehensions about how the tone of your books 
change when they’re translated into foreign languages?
 
[DP] God only knows how they look in some languages – it’s 
an interesting process to watch, I often get asked questions by 
translators and from the questions can tell if they understand 
the book or not, and if it will be a successful edition. Most 
successful for Vernon, for example, was Germany, where 
Karsten Kredel gave him an East-Berlin street slang. Others, 
from the East of Europe, make me want to re-translate 
them and publish them as different books – not to say the 
translation was unsuccessful, but that the ideas which form the 
parts of certain languages just don’t fit the tone of the book. 
The slang was particularly problematic (not least because 
I invented some words) – so I always tell translators to be 
creative, to follow the spirit rather than the letter, and make 
up things which can be understood in their own culture. In 
the end a book is just an idea and a feeling, so there are many 
ways to arrive at the same end.
  
[KK]    Earlier this year, a theatrical adaptation of Vernon God 
Little returned to the Young Vic for a second time. How well 
did you feel the book translated to the stage?
 
[DP] I think a large part of the book translated really well – I 
was surprised by how well, but then the writer and director 
were brilliant. Of course it relied more heavily on fun and 
action; it would be a nightmare to try and capture all the 
bitterness and irony of the book. But Tanya Ronder and Rufus 
Norris were extremely faithful to the book’s dialogue, and 
played more with the storyline to bring it to the stage. A lot 
of fun to watch, and [for me] a little unnerving, like watching 
home movies.
 
[KK)    And finally, I’d like to write a Booker-prize winning 
novel. What’s the first thing I should do?
 
[DP] The very first thing? Write to all your friends and tell 
them you’re dead.

  Interview by Kamila Kocialkowska
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Paris Bordone’s 1545 painting Venetian Women at their Toilet, 
housed in the National Galleries of Scotland, centres around 
the beauty routine of two young ‘courtesans’, focusing on 
the central woman who grips a comb in her hand as brilliant 
blond waves cascade across her exposed breasts (figure 1).  
The painting only hints at the beauty practice taking place, 
through the iconic placement of comb, sponge and little pot 
surrounding the central figure; however Renaissance recipe 
manuals printed in the same time period testify to a lively and 
diverse beauty culture where medicine, alchemy, poison and 
incantations were amalgamated in combinations ‘guaranteed’ 
to bring beautiful hair, skin and scents to men and women 
alike.

As part of my current research project I have had the privilege 
of working through a number of recipes step-by-step: from 
fifteenth-century vernacular, to modern terminology; from 
written instruction to the process of making a product; and 
finally from finished product to a successful ‘look’. Each 
step of a recipe’s literal and figurative translation brings to 
the fore a new set of challenges, elucidating both the points 
of conversion and the fascinating differences between our 
contemporary lives and worldviews, and those of Renaissance 
Italians.  This article features eleven recipes for Renaissance 
hair-care originally printed in the 1532 text Opera Nova 
Intitolata Dificio de Ricette, or New Work Entitled House of 
Recipe. The recipes on hair represent only a portion of the 
186 total recipes in the work, which covered diverse topics 
on beauty, health alchemy and everyday concerns, and serve 
as an excellent window into the complex renaissance beauty 
culture.

House of Recipes was printed numerous times following the 
original 1525 edition with each printing slightly unique.  The 
1530 edition has updated frontispiece imagery, as well as a 
handful of additional recipes annexed to the beginning of the 
work.  It was common for readers to contribute to the text 
as well, scribbling notes in the margins and recipes on the 
backs of pages, demarcating certain recipes with dashes and 
drawn-fingers, and occasionally censoring text altogether.  
While the recipes provide an indication of what the author 
thought was useful and marketable, the readers’ notes provide 
an individual picture of the book user’s interests. It is in this 
tradition of an interactive annotated text I present the recipes 
that follow, in the form of an annotated translation.

Marketed Mistranslations

Rx22. To grow a beard or hair
Take many bees which make honey and 
dry them in a basket over the fire and then 
make them into a powder and mix with 
common oil to form a paste and with the 
said ointment, oil the place [where you 
want to grow hair] many times, and you 
will see a great effect.

Rx22. A far nascer la barba ouer peli calli
Recipe molte aue facendo il mele & quelle 
seccale in uno cesto al foco & falle poi 
in poluere & impasta con olio commune 
& con la ditta oncione onze el luogo piu 
uolte, & uederai grande esperientia.

Rx121.  To make an arm, or other limb of 
the person hairy
Take bees that make honey, and burn them 
in a crock and make them into powder and 
mix with common oil, and apply it where 
you like, and be careful not to apply 
where you don’t want [hair] and with 
this ointment, you can make everything 
hairy, and you should continue to use this 
ointment.
Rx121. A far uno brazzo, ouer altro 

The Beards and the Bees
—
Translating a Good Hair Day
in Renaissance Italy

membro de la persona peloso
Recipe de le oue che fa lo miel, & fale 
arder in uno tesio, & fatine poluere & 
messeda con oglio comun, & onzi doue tu 
uuoi, e guarda non onzer doue non uoi & 
con tal oncione ti potresti far tutto peloso, 
& bisogna continuar questa oncion.

When it comes to beauty and cosmetic fixes, reliability is 
often superseded by marketability, a situation synonymous 
in both the Renaissance and today.   House of Recipes was 
part of a popular genre that was designed to be accessible to a 
wide general audience, so affordability took precedence.  The 
recipes were written in vernacular Italian rather than Latin, 
and presented in a format that was so simple in comparison 
to medical and academic recipe treatises that certain 
scholars have described the material within as ‘thoroughly 
unsophisticated’. However, this simplicity made them 
accessible to a crowd outside the educated few and the small 
size of the books at often only 4-8 folios in length made them 
affordable as well.  Yet typographical errors bear testament to 
their relatively low production value—upside down letters and 
misprints were common; some books were even printed with 
indexes that did not correspond to the text within.

On top of production errors, recipes were not always 
representative of their original intent either, often having 
been passed down from classical physician’s treatises through 
miscopying monks until at last they reach the unsteady hands 
of renaissance printing presses.  This is clearly demonstrated 
in recipes 22 and 121 (above) for hair growth, which occur 
in a number of recipe manuals throughout the period, but 
under a wide variation of headings.  The same formula 
calling for a combination of burned, powdered bees and oil 
appears hundreds of years earlier in the Trotula, a widely 
circulated twelfth-century compendium of women’s health 
remedies whose authorship is associated with ‘Dame Trocta’, 
a noblewoman from Salerno, Italy. Although the medieval 
recipe entails the same ingredients and methods, the ‘results’ 
claim to be entirely different; the earliest Latin editions list it 
as a recipe for hair removal, but it was soon being erroneously 
transcribed as a recipe to turn hair white. By the sixteenth 
century, it had somehow become known as a recipe for hair 
growth, as it appears in House of Recipes—other sources 
claim it is potent enough to make hair grow on any part of the 
body as per the user’s desire, notwithstanding its origins as a 
formula for hair removal! 

While some of this process is due to human error, other 
changes may have been deliberate.  Significantly, the above 
recipe does not specifically address growth of beards until the 
publication of this text in 1525, but then is shortly followed 
in 1526 by a similar text featuring an upscale version of 
the recipe (mixed with more expensive almond oil) which 
purportedly ‘makes a youth grow a beard before it is time’. 
Beards, which had not been fashionable throughout most of 
the Middle Ages, saw a sudden rise in popularity following 
1510. The trend was inspired by a number of factors including 
the incumbent Pope Julius II’s personal turn towards facial 
hair, and the influence of encounters with beardless faces 
of the New World—creating a sense of European identity 
grounded in facial hair. The bee ointment recipe’s new 
association with beard growth in the 1520s seems to follow 
on this rising trend.  Indeed, by the time House of Recipes and 
related texts were being compiled, beards were becoming a 
marketing point and critical fashion accessory, and perhaps 
this is the reason why the author chose to change the recipes 
title to specifically advertise growth of the beard.

Everyday Problems, Everyday Solutions

Rx49.  To rid your hair of scabies
Take a handful of white lupin beans 
(Lupinus albus) and put them in water to 
soften, like you would do with fava beans, 

then give them a boil and then take them 
out and with this broth make lye and wash 
your hair three or four times.
Rx49. A cazzar li risigoni di 
capelli  
Recipe uno manipolo di lupini & mettili 
a mole in acqua, come si fa la faua poi 
dagli uno boglio & poi cauali fora & di 
questo brodo fanne lesia & lauati tre ouer 
quattro uolte.

Parasitic problems like lice and fleas were prevalent 
throughout social ranks—additional ailments hindering 
healthy scalps and hair included scabies (Rx49 above) and 
head scurf, not to mention dandruff, bedbugs and hair loss.  
Recipe books are full of remedies for removal of these 
bodily pests, relying on anything from decoctions of vinegar 
and hellebore to Latin incantations—testifying both to the 
commonality of the problems, and their seemingly incurable 
nature. Yet without our modern convenience of cosmetics 
shops supplying everything from anti-lice shampoo to eyelash 
curlers, upkeep of beautiful hair was a matter of overall 
health and time-consuming everyday maintenance, adding a 
discriminatory element to who could afford to be beautiful.  
The plucking, cleaning, combing and dying of hair could 
involve hours spent with multiple washings (as above), or 
bleaching one’s locks in the sun—but these were preceded by 
the recipes themselves which could also take hours, days, or 
even months to formulate.

Rx47. To make hair most beautiful
Take wood of ground ivy (Glechoma 
hederacea) and peel back the first layer of 
skin and make it into ash, then take half a 
wine jar of brandy and make the two into 
lye, then wash your head well and dry it in 
the sun and when it is half dry, have half 
a bowlful of broken up white soap with 
the said lye, it should make a liquid like 
honey, then wash your head and hands 
in the said soap and scrub your hair well, 
then let it dry, then apply four or five 
times and do this two times a week.
Rx47. A far li capelli bellissimi
Recipe legno di hedera & mondali la 
prima scorza & fa cenere, dapoi piglia 
acqua di uida mezza ingestara & farai 
lesia, dapoi lauati il capo bene e sugati 
al sole & quando sarai mezzo suto habbi 
sauon bianco disfatto mezza scudella con 
detta lesia che sia liquida come el mel, 
dapoi bagnati la man in detto sauon & 
fregati ben il capilli, poi lascia sugar poi 
onzeti quattro ouer cinque uolte & fa cosi 
doi uolte la settimana.

Our book, designed for the general populous, relies on many 
ingredients that would have been household items, or at least 
plausibly available in the surroundings, such as eggshells, 
dog’s milk, cat’s dung, olive branches and grapevine bark.  
In a time before Linnaean taxonomy, standardized spelling 
or a unified Italian language, ingredients were referred to by 
common dialectical names, making specific identification now 
problematic—but practitioners at the time would have known 
exactly which plants and substances were being described.  
Processes such as the calcination and distillation of eggshells 
used in Rx. 51 (below) would have been relatively customary 
procedures, while equipment like the alembic was essential 
for the popular pursuit of alchemy, as well as being useful 
for household distillation.  The processing of components 
like lye, which formed the base of many hair recipes (see Rx. 
20 and 47), was assumed to be simple enough to require no 
detailed description, and recipe 20 demonstrates how readers 
would have additionally known well how to manipulate 
the strength of the caustic mixture.  So while terminology 
disparities and unfamiliar processes can result in difficulties 
discerning what effect the recipe would have achieved, they 
also demonstrate the impressive variety of plants, substances 
and methodologies that would have been part of the everyday 
knowledge of a 16th-century Italian.

The diverse methods employed to ensure beautiful hair also 
highlight a theme recurrent throughout Renaissance beauty 
manuals—the essentiality of maintaining overall bodily 
health and wellbeing to preserve beauty.  In short, looking 
good in the Renaissance was a highly involved process of 
actively combating pests and disease as well as having a deep 
individual involvement in the precise materials and remedies 
that kept the body in a state of beauty.

Shades of meaning

Rx48. To make hair grow

Take olive branches, grapevine bark, date 
stones, and make ash out of everything, 
then make it into lye and wash the head so 
that in a few days your hair will grow.
Rx48. A far crescer li capelli
Recipe rami de oliua, scorci de uida, 
osside dattoli & fanne cenere de tutte 
cose, poi fanne lesia & laua la testa che in 
pochi giorni te cresceranno li capilli.

For our renaissance counterparts, facial features were not 
simply matters of aesthetic preference, but distinct indicators 
of character quality.  Hair colour and texture, and brow shape 
were read along with other facial features to translate into 
whichever of the four humours and corresponding personality 
type dominated the body—an overbalance of blood, 
phlegm, yellow bile (‘choler’) or black bile (melancholia) 
led to characteristics of sanguine, phlegmatic, choleric or 
melancholic personalities.

For women, having long, flowing blonde hair coupled with 
a delicate complexion meant inclusion in a visual tradition 
inhabited by venerable characters from religion, myth, and 
poetic tradition.  Since outer appearances inherently reflected 
the inner, spiritual state of being, fair appearance implied 
one’s moral fibre was ‘fair’ and wholesome as well. The 
combination of golden hair and milky skin was favoured for 
depictions of women from the Virgin Mary to Botticelli’s 
Birth of Venus.  Laura, whose hair Petrarch extolled through 
hundreds of sonnets, and Beatrice, for whom Dante exuded 
a slightly obsessive unrequited adoration, were the basis of 
a large poetic literature of blonde adoration. The tradition 
also included prominent public figures such as noblewoman 
Simonetta Vespucci (1453-1476), whose face may have 
inspired a number of Botticelli’s beauties, and lifelong ruler 
Caterina Sforza (1463-1509), whose many pursuits included 
compiling her own collection of cosmetic, medicinal and 
alchemical recipes (see figures 2-3). 

Rx14.  So that your hair does not turn 
white:
Take dog’s milk and bathe the head with 
that so that you hair will not become more 
white.  And this is tested and sure.
Rx14.  A far che li capelli non diuentino 
canuti
Recipe latte di cagna & ongeti la testa con 
esso che non diuenteranno piu canuti, & è 
prouata & certa

Imagery reinforcing the importance and glory of golden locks 
was pervasive in domestic and public settings, surrounding 
women with visual indications of the ideal appearance.  
Portraits were a rather expensive reminder of loveliness that 
was both beholden and strived for in the sitter—the natural 
appearance of these faces was not an unmodified snapshot 
of reality, but carefully constructed to represent the perfect 
melding of outer appearance and inner virtue.  More common 
domestic decorations such as brightly-coloured maiolica 
ceramics frequently pictured faces of women labelled 
as beauties, while decorative paintings for bedchambers 
and wedding goods often included moralizing myths and 
allegorical figures that were also daily visual reminders of 
both moral and physical ideals. 

Devotional images enforced further influence over women’s 
perception of morals and appearance.  The Virgin, saints and 
angels shone down from the walls of churches, altarpieces 
and statuary with glowingly pale features, blonde hair, and 
fine eyebrow; even women with little means for interior 
decoration would have still had access to these public images.  
Even in prayer, they would have been immersed in visual 
representations of ideal women whose venerable moral 
goodness was underlined, and even visually understood 
through their ideal physical attributes.

Rx50. To make hair black
Take ground litharge [lead oxide] and the 
same amount of quicklime and make them 
into a paste with hot water and with this 
bathe your hair and it will become black.
Rx50. A far li capelli negri
Recipe retargirio pesto & tanta calcina 
uiua & impasta con acqua calda et 
con questa bagna li tuoi capilli & 
diuenteranno negri.

Blonde hair was not solely an attribute for women, and 
male youths might be encouraged to grow flowing golden 
locks as well, seen in figures like Donatello’s titillating 
David, whose hair was originally gold-plated, and Rafael’s 
Portrait of Bindo Altoviti (figures 4 and 5).  Yet while David 
himself was a character of heroic and biblical mores, much 

of the culture surrounding the admiration of his form was as 
morally ambiguous as his suggestive pose.  The celebration 
of male youthful blondeness is part of an understanding of 
sexuality and development that saw male youths and men 
as though they occupied separate genders. The dynamics of 
this relationship resonates in beauty practice and is strongly 
visible in hair colour recipes, which essentially exclude 
sexually mature men from association with blonde hair dye, 
and link them with darker hair colours.

Rx46. General rules for black hair

Those who have black hair naturally have humid hair and 
scalp and often become dirty, and wanting to clean the hair, 
they should wash with bran, that bran which you’ve put in a 
clean pot over the fire and stirred often enough so that it does 
not burn and when it is hot, you scrub your head very well 
with that bran and comb very well and with many combs to 
make your hair very clean.  Also, without bran you can comb 
well and scrub the head with cloths and have various combs of 
every sort and oil your hair with oil of benzoin that makes the 
hair black and clean and good smelling.

Rx46. Regula general in capelli negri
Quelli liquali hanno i capilli negri naturalmente sono humidi 
di testa, & fanno assai sporchezzo, & a uolerli tenir netti 
bisogna che si lauano con la semola laqual semola se die 
metter in una caldera netta al fuoco & mescolar tanto che la 
non si brusi, & quando le calda con quella si debbe fregar 
il capo molto ben, petenandosi benissimo con piu peteni 
& fa nettissimo.  Anchora senza la semola tu ti poi petinar 
benissimo & fregarti il capo con le pezze & hauer diuersi 
peteni d’ogni sorte & onzerti con olio di belzuin che fa negro 
& tiene netti li capilli & sa da buon.

House of Recipes contains several applications for black 
hair (Rx46, 50) and in a further survey of 10 different recipe 
collections from the period I have observed that 75% of 
recipes for black hair dye also mentioned use on beards, 
whereas no recipes for blondness included suggestions for 
use on facial hair.  Why the connection?  The answer lies 
in the accentuation of sexual difference and particularly the 
‘foreign’ understanding of the nature of the body and sexuality 
which dominated Italian Renaissance modes of thinking.  In 
the humoural understanding of the body, growth of body and 
facial hair was seen to be a by-product of masculine virility, 
as hair was understood to be an ‘excrement’ of excess heat 
and moisture, which was produced in abundance in men’s 
testicles. Thus facial hair and body hair was an essential 
expression of masculinity, and full sexual maturity—a clear 
delineating factor between adult men and youths.

At the same time, sexuality itself was not understood in terms 
of the homosexual-heterosexual spectrum we are familiar 
with, but revolved instead on a single-sex model consisting 
of adult men, who assumed the active sexual role, and 
everybody else, who were intended as the passive recipients. 
‘Everybody else’ in this picture included not only women but 
also male youths, and practice did indeed follow theory, so 
while non-reproductive sex of any type was technically a sin 
by law, as long as a grown man never assumed the passive, 
‘receiving’ sex-role, authorities  and the population in general 
tended to turn a blind eye. Pederastic relations continued to 
form an essential part of Italian city culture throughout the 
Renaissance, despite objections such as Bernardino da Siena’s 
complaint that parents deliberately sent their youths out 
gussied up as pretty bait for sodomites, flaunting their ‘long 
hair’ and ‘revealing hosiery’. In this context, while a male 
youth’s blond hair was an item of beauty that was objectified 
in art and poetry, it was also a physical marker that associated 
him with other non-man members of society who were 
‘acceptable’ sexual conquests.  

As is still the case today, the most important matter when 
applying Renaissance beauty treatments was moderation.  
Even Ovid condoned the sparing use of makeup, but only 
when it gave a natural appearance. Since personality and 
morality were revealed through outer features, too much 
modification aroused suspicion—what might someone be 
hiding?   Even though blonde hair was associated with the 
purity of the Virgin Mother and heroic integrity of the biblical 
David, overuse of hair colour was negatively associated with 
vanity and vice (figure 6), moral disregard, and at worst could 
be the visual marker of a prostitute (figure 7).

Don’t Try This at Home: Hair Removal and Other 
Hazards

While the moral implications of beauty could lead to socially 
risky results if misinterpreted, health and wellbeing were 
also factors for concern. Many recipes, particularly for hair 
removal, seem to blatantly disregard the safety of the user 
and involve any number of irritating or unsavory substances 

to achieve a result, even though the underlying basis for 
most of these recipes was a system concerned with achieving 
health through full-body balance and the harmony of the 
four humours.  Hair removal practice involved hair on the 
forehead, eyebrows and even extended to pubic hair, with 
application in all cases at the user’s risk.  If unlucky, one 
could end up like an unfortunate character in Francisco 
Delicado’s Loçana Andaluza who went home from her beauty 
treatment convinced she was following the latest fashion, 
when in fact her pubic hair had been accidentally burnt off in 
its entirety.

Rx51.  To remove body hair from 
whichever part of the body you want so 
that they will not grow any more
Take 50 eggs and remove the shells and 
calcinate them and then put them in an 
alembic with the receptacle, and with a 
high flame, water will come forth and 
apply some of this to where the hairs are 
and you will remove them and they will 
not grow back.
Rx51. A cauar li peli doue che tu uoi 
che piu non nasceranno
Recipe oue numero cinquanta & torai le 
scorze & calcinali & poi mettili a lambico 
con lo recettacolo & con buon fuoco tu 
hauerai acqua & di quella ua ungendo 
doue sono li peli & tu li acarai & non 
renasceranno piu.

Rx52.  Another method so that body hairs 
do not grow back
Take dung of a female cat and make it into 
a fine powder and mix it with very strong 
vinegar into a paste and wash the hairy 
area and the hair will go away and never 
return again.
Rx52. A non lassar renascer piu li peli 
in un’altro modo
Recipe el sterco di una gatta & fanne 
poluere sottilmente masenata con aceto 
fortissimo distempera & laua il loco 
peloso & quelli peli andara[n]no uia et 
piu non ritornera[n]no

If we re-examine the portrayals of renaissance ladies, we 
notice not only their famously high hairlines that expose 
the curve of the forehead, but also eyebrows that are almost 
always noticeably sculpted in appearance (figures 8 and 9 
for example)—two traits which could be helped along with 
any of the delightful hair removal techniques featured in 
our text.  While these traits could be interpreted as artistic 
and stylistic conventions, the popular recipes indicate that 
people responded to the pressure to emulate these standards of 
appearance. House of Recipes contains three preparations for 
hair removal (recipes 20, 51, and 52), and depilitories overall 
are the perhaps the most common hair applications throughout 
the genre, even appearing in books with few other cosmetic 
preparations.

 
Rx20.  To remove hair from whichever 
part of the body you want
Take 1/8 part of quicklime from a kiln, 1 
part of orpiment [arsenic sulphide] Mix 
them together and make into powder, then 
put it in very strong lye and put everything 
on the fire in a glazed pot and mix until 
it becomes thick, and when you want to 
know if it is good and done, take a duck 
feather and put it in the mixture.  If the 
feather falls apart, well then it is made 
and good.  If not, put it back to boil until 
the feather comes apart.  Then when you 
want to use the said composition, [heat it] 
in a burner or other hot location, apply the 
said medicine to the place that you want to 
rid of body hair, and pay attention so that 
when you feel the heat, wash immediately 
with hot water, but quickly so that the skin 
does not come off!
Rx20. A far che li peli cascheranno 
doue tu uuoi ne la persona
Recipe calcina uiua uenuta dalla fornace, 
parte de otto, & parte una de oro pimento 
& mesedela insieme, & fanne poluere 
dapoi metti dentro lesia fortissima, & 
metti el tutto al fuoco in una pignatta 
uidriada, & messedela per infino che la 
sia spessa, della quale quando tu uorrai 

>>  continued on next page ...



In common with many of Ed Ruscha’s works, Dec 30th con-
sists of superimposed words on a landscape. This particular 
superimposition, however, exists in physical architectural 
form, in the 45ft-high letters that spell ‘HOLLYWOOD’ on 
Mount Lee, Los Angeles. Ruscha, a Hollywood resident since 
his move from Oklahoma in 1956, painted this landmark on 
numerous previous occasions. Yet unlike his Hollywood silk-
screen of 1968, presenting a glossy, idealised depiction of the 
sign in-keeping with both the glamorised landscapes of Hol-
lywood movies and the ‘finish fetish’ attributed by Willick to 
Los Angeles artists of the 1960s, Dec 30th is impressionistic. 
Here, acrylic has been stippled onto the surface of the paper 
to suggest a hazy atmospheric fug that all but obliterates the 
landmark, itself rendered in a threshold-of-visibility light 
grey. This atmospheric impressionism is supported by the 
work’s title, which specifically situates us in a moment of 
time. 

As a title, Dec 30th strongly contrasts with Gerhard Richter’s 
Jerusalem (1995), overriding their formal similarities – both 
depict particular places shrouded in a haze. It is not just the 
critical discourse surrounding Richter that prevents us from 
reading this haze through the same atmospheric lens we used 
for Ruscha’s work, however, but also a formal attentiveness: 
the muted chromaticity of Jerusalem rather suggests the me-
chanically blurred view of an old photograph. Art-historical 
awareness admittedly intervenes here, for Jerusalem is based 
on a snapshot from Richter’s personal archive-come-artwork, 
Atlas.

This neat contrast between the titles of these two works 
determined the material for this essay. Both paintings depict 
geographical observations, funnelled into a particular mo-
ment of time. But both also take up subjects that are power-
fully present as trans-temporal figures. The Hollywood sign 
is an icon of western culture whose emblematic parameters 
one could expand upon almost endlessly: the movie industry, 
the entertainment industry, the regime of entertainment, 
spectacular culture, late capitalism, the western hegemony. 
Jerusalem is an equally expansive signifier, opening up onto 
a history of conflict, sacralisation, utopian aspiration, settle-
ment and dispossession integral not just to the formation of 
Judaeo-Christian subjectivity but also to that of the Islamic 
tradition, and the field of East-West relations. 

Notice, however, the inconsistency: the first set of significa-
tions is launched by the content of the work, the second by 
the title. The fact is that Ruscha’s date-title abnegates, or 
works counter to, the mythopoeic signification intimated by 

“Life’s Long Littlenesses”: 
Tourism and Anomie in 
Richter and Ruscha
—

the painting’s subject. Meanwhile, Richter’s choice of subject 
abnegates, or works counter to, the mythifying potency of 
this work’s title. While the hazy optical effects makes these 
works comparable, it is this antagonistic use of titles that 
makes comparison interesting: both seem to project a similar 
tension between the mythic and the particular

On this basis, it seems necessary to consider these works 
in light of the discussion around the ‘touristic gaze’. Dec 
30th summons this gaze by focusing on a site sacred to the 
mythopoeia of Hollywood. This site has become a “sight” – if 
not the “sight” – for visitors to Los Angeles or California. 
To deploy terminology used by the Marxist sociologist Dean 
MacCannell, the Hollywood sign is constructed by ‘sight 
sacralization’ that relies on ‘[m]assive institutional support’. 
The technology of reproduction is crucial to this. We could 
read Dec 30th, in terms of the time-and-date stamps one finds 
superimposed onto images captured by VCR camcorders. 
Similarly, we have addressed the fact that Jerusalem is based 
on a snapshot from Richter’s personal album – it just so hap-
pens that that album is also one of the artist’s most enduring 
artworks. This begs a question - if Ruscha and Richter can 
be seen to in some way assimilate the “touristic gaze”, by 
seeking out sights and presenting snapshots, what does this 
say about the bearing their work has on mass culture? What 
does it mean, in other words, when an artist decides to join 
the current of mass-life, partaking in the forms of cultural 
absorption, then reflecting this view back in artworks? Does 
this assimilation amount to an avowal, or a repudiation of, 
a dominant ideology of opticality and cognition, one that 
Marxist analysts would hold to be oppressive and anti-
liberatory? These questions have been asked about the work 
of Ruscha and Richter many times before, but never, it seems 
to me, from the angle of the touristic gaze. This methodology 
could lead us to a new way out of this blockage.   
 
For MacCannell, in The Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure 
Class, tourism amounts to nothing less than the fundamental 
figure of bourgeois consciousness in the twentieth century. 
One only wishes that the author had gone through with his 
initial intentions, for the dialectic around which MacCannell 
originally planned to base The Tourist is supremely use-
ful in developing a touristic account of the work of Richter 
and Ruscha: ‘Originally, I had planned to study tourism and 
revolution, which seemed to me to name the two poles of 
modern consciousness – a willingness to accept, even vener-
ate things as they are on the one hand, a desire to transform 
things on the other.’ This notion will be returned to later, but 
it is first necessary to consider MacCannell’s realised account 

of touristic consciousness, for it too assists in positioning the 
aforementioned artworks. It is worth quoting at length the 
passage in which MacCannell outlines his revelation:
 
‘After considerable inductive labor, I discovered that 
sightseeing is a ritual performed to the differentiations of 
society. Sightseeing is a kind of collective striving for a 
transcendence of the modern totality, a way of attempting to 
overcome the discontinuity of modernity, of incorporating its 
fragments into unified experience.’

In developing a reading of Richter and Ruscha that is based 
around tourism, one immediately hones in on this particular 
observation, since it seems indelibly connected to works 
realised or commenced by both artists at earlier stages in 
their careers. 
 
In a 1999 essay for October, Benjamin Buchloh described 
Richter’s Atlas as an ‘anomic archive’. Here, Buchloh situates 
Richter’s work both within a wider historical framework of 
German atlases, as well as within Richter’s own German 
moment, that of a post-war, post-National Socialism ‘memory 
crisis’. Buchloh views this as an indelibly split moment: for 
the critic, postwar German culture is ‘entangled…in the 
double bind of the collective disavowal of history through a 
repression of the recent past and an almost hysterically accel-
erated and expanded apparatus of photographic production’. 
Buchloh reads this split in the form of a dynamic progression 
within Atlas. Initially composed of 315 elements, the Atlas 
was first exhibited in Utrecht in1972. At this stage the album 
consisted entirely of aging portraits, suggesting that the col-
lected images had either been taken as souvenirs by Richter 
during his flight from East Germany, or perhaps sent from 
relatives after his departure. At this stage, for Buchloh, the 
Atlas is an ‘atlas of remembrance against a massive apparatus 
of repression’, a homogenous response to private upheaval 
later undermined by heterogenous pictures. As the Atlas 
moved on from its initial iteration, the artist began to include 
images which attest more to the explosion of photographic 
production than to Richter’s own personal crisis. Eventually, 
radical heterogeneity leads to a sense of ‘structural, percep-
tual, and cognitive anomie’, which Buchloh sees as addressed 
to ‘the decreasing validity of communicative action, self-
determination, and transparent social organization’ in an in-
creasingly technocratic, late-capitalist West German society. 
Moving away from personal experience, the development of 
the Atlas charts an ever-increasing spiral into the realm of 
de-differentiation and excess.
 
To follow Buchloh’s argument then, we can view Atlas as 
dialectically opposed to MacCannell’s definition of tourism. 
If sightseeing is an activity designed to reconstruct a totality 
from which mundane cognition can proceed, then Richter’s 
’anomic archive’, mixing touristic snapshots with mass-
produced imagery, can be seen to put this activity into crisis. 
This dialectical opposition may be emphasized if we also 
consider Judith Adler’s theoretical work on sightseeing. For 
Adler, the sightseer (‘so often caricatured with his camera in 
tow’) must be situated within a particular problematic, that of 
post-Baconian and Lockeian orientations toward the problem 
of attaining and representing, knowledge. They must be seen 
in relation to forms of subjectivity anchored in wilfully inde-
pendent vision, and in the cognitive subjugation of a world of 
‘things.’

Counter to the best intentions of the tourist, then, Richter’s 
Atlas refuses an authoritative vision, a posture sufficiently 
contextualised by Buchloh’s invocation of a post-war German 
‘memory crisis’. 
 
One can read similarly anomic intentions into the pho-
tographic books produced by Ruscha between 1962-72, 
originally produced to be sold cheaply. Margaret Iversen and 
Margit Rowell have adequately described the ‘rule-governed, 
performative’ quality of these publications, guided by their 
titles. As a result, titles such as Twentysix Gasoline Stations 
(1963), Every Building on the Sunset Strip (1966) and A Few 
Palm Trees (1971) resemble Fluxus event scores, produced 
by what Iverson describes as a process of ‘auto-maticity 
(instruction, car, route, camera)’. To return to the description 
of sightseeing proffered by MacCannell and Adler, we can 
view Ruscha’s books as a parody of this process of totality-
construction, for the differentiations on show in each of the 
publications conspire to a sort of taxonomic categorisation, 
but one which is debased and aserious, constituted by the 
appeal of the catchphrase. A Few Palm Trees, for instance, is 
animated by a tension between the meticulous nature of this 
documentary project – a note at the start of the book affirms 
that the camera was “facing west on all photos” – and the 
futility of the gesture taken as a whole: all we have here are a 
few palm trees, of unspecified importance. Buchloh catego-
rised Ruscha’s work within the wider field of ‘an aesthetic of 
“indifference”’, seeing it as committed ‘to an antihierarchi-

cal organization of a universally valid facticity, operating as 
total affirmation.’ This approach, ironically realised in the 
creation of debased itineraries, works dramatically counter 
to the construction of touristic consciousness as defined by 
MacCannell: 
 
‘Even under conditions where there is no end of things to see, 
some mysterious institutional force operates on the totality in 
advance of the arrival of tourists, separating out the specific 
sights which are the attractions. In the Louvre, for example, 
the attraction is the Mona Lisa. The rest is undifferentiated 
art in the abstract.’

Ruscha’s work appears engaged with this separation and 
specification, but it is carried on without any suggestion of 
revelation or reverence. In a 1973 interview with Artforum’s 
Willoughby Sharp, Ruscha noted a particular intention of 
his books, with specific reference to Twentysix Gasoline 
Stations: ‘I realized that for the first time this book had an 
inexplicable thing I was looking for, and that was a kind of a 
“Huh?”.’ Aaron Vinegar usefully opposes this “Huh?” to an 
“Aha!”, contesting Ruscha’s assertion that one unspecified 
example of his published work will ‘kind of almost knock 
you on your ass’ with his own that, ‘odds are…that you are 
still standing with the book in your hand and nary an expres-
sion crossing your face.’ This leaves us with a picture of 
Ruscha’s supreme sense of indifference, the term being used 
here not only to suggest a laconic, anti-triumphalist attitude 
but a repudiation of the socially integral ritual of sightseeing 
as viewed by MacCannell.
 
What Richter and Ruscha can be seen to be offering, then, 
is a debased totality, or, one might argue, an anti-totalitarian 
totality, with all the sense of irony that implies. Earlier we 
confronted the question of the ethical coding implicit in the 
two artists’ adoption and assimilation of a certain touristic 
mode of looking. The image presented in this account reveals 
Richter and Ruscha to be ironic tourists, constructing an ap-
proximation of the ritual of sightseeing through an appropria-
tion of amateur photography in order to critique it.  
 
30th Dec and Jerusalem can clearly be understood in this 
light. Both hint at the intrusion of a real, indifferent realm 
encroaching on the ideal world of sightseeing. In the former 
this effect is introduced by a focus on awkward, obfusca-
tory weather systems; in the latter it comes as a result of the 
banality of what is represented.  Both can be seen to obscure 
the attempt of the bourgeois sightseer to turn “things” into 
knowledge. The historical figure of the flâneur serves as an 
analogy for this vociferous anti-touristic approach. John Urry 
and Carol Crawshaw have charted the continuation of this 
phantom of the nineteenth-century in the present-day dialec-
tics of tourism, drawing a direct comparison between the his-
torical constitution of the flâneur – ‘the strolling pedestrian 
who is able to travel, arrive, gaze, move on, be anonymous in 
a kind of liminal zone’ – with a particularly identifiable type 
of modern ironic sightseer, one who is characterised by cu-
riosity for the ‘dark corners’ of the places they visit, desiring 
to experience ‘marginal’ or ‘authentic’, rather than ‘touristic’, 
encounters.

While one can find no evidence from the works that have 
been mentioned so far to suggest Ruscha and Richter are en-
gaged in a poetic confrontation with such ‘dark corners’, their 
work is clearly drawn against prescriptive images. Further-
more, one can certainly sense a propensity towards anonym-
ity, liminality and movement in their work. Yet the origins 
of the flâneur make it a particularly problematic figure to 
apply to these two artists. It is necessary here to consult 
Charles Baudelaire’s seminal Painter of Modern Life, where 
we find an archetypal image of the flâneur: he is a man who 
‘enters into the crowd as though it were an immense reser-
voir of electrical energy’, and at the same time ‘a prince who 
everywhere rejoices in his incognito.’ The sneering, ironical 
counter-tourism we have thus-far been attributing to Rich-
ter and Ruscha feels uncomfortably close here. Richter and 
Ruscha here begin to appear as artists launching a critique of 
bourgeois meaning-construction not from a Marxist or leftist 
perspective dedicated to unveiling and unsettling the alien-
ation implicit in such an activity, but from that of an artistic 
aristocracy, opposed to the mass-seeing inherent to tourism 
on the basis of that elitist Baudelairian maxim: ‘Few men are 
gifted with the capacity of seeing; there are fewer still who 
possess the power of expression.’
 
It is evident that, for artists such as Ruscha and Richter, a 
trace of this Baudelairian skill remains. Both, clearly, are 
painters, with an elevated ability in producing finish. Even in 
the most “de-skilled” items from their respective back-cata-
logues, one can detect a certain finely-tuned sensibility. Jeff 
Wall’s essay ‘Marks of Indifference’ charts the de-skilling 
process as it unfolded in relation to photography throughout 
the era of Conceptualism, noting the tendency towards re-

ductivism. This reduction as regards skill can be plainly felt 
in Ruscha’s photo books, and Wall’s argument can be used 
to animate Richter’s Atlas as well. ‘The pure appropriation 
of the anaesthetic’, argues Wall, ‘is the act of internalization 
of society’s indifference to the happiness and seriousness 
of art. It is also, therefore, an expression of the artist’s own 
identification with baleful social forces.’ It is significant, 
then, that the ‘amateurist mimesis’ found by Wall in Ruscha 
is an impure appropriation, seen as a sort of ‘impersonation’. 
Photoconceptualism thus represents not the submission of 
artists to the anaesthetic, but what Wall declares is ‘the last 
moment of the prehistory of photography as art’: Wall notes 
that Conceptualism seized the amateur photograph at ‘the last 
moment’, just as Nikon and Polaroid were about to expand 
photographic possibilities for the everyday person. Concep-
tualism then ‘turns toward the past just as it darts by into the 
future’, and carves a new, elevated yet de-skilled sphere of 
photography out of this utopian obsolescence. Wall’s art-his-
torical argument reinforces the view of Richter and Ruscha 
as somewhat aristocratic counter-tourists. 
 
In the era of postmodernism, the ultimate expression of this 
aristocratic form of counter-tourism is to be found in Jean 
Baudrillard’s poststructualist road-trip diary of 1986, simply 
titled America.  Baudrillard adopts the flâneristic mode from 
the get-go: ‘Nothing is further from pure travelling than 
tourism or holiday travel.’ He instead focuses on a search 
for a particular form of meaninglessness, for which America 
features as the ultimate figure in his mind:

‘I went in search of astral America, not social and cultural 
America, but the America of the empty, absolute freedom of 
the freeways, not the deep America of mores and mentali-
ties, but the America of desert speed, of motels and mineral 
surfaces.’

It should be noted here that Baudrillard is far from antagonis-
tic toward this astral affectlessness. Rather, he treats it with 
a reverence akin to the flâneur’s attentive attitude toward the 
superficiality of his environs. Just as the flâneur’s enthusi-
asm for the crowd inevitably assumes aristocratic aloofness, 
however, so Baudrillard’s enthusiasm comes to speak of an 
inferred sense of intellectual superiority. While deriding the 
‘melancholy’ and the ‘chasms of affectation’ that underpin 
European cultural analyses, Baudrillard is simultaneously 
drawn to announce that ‘[i]t may be that the truth of America 
can only be seen by a European’. While the American subject 
represents superficiality in an advanced form, these same 
Americans have ‘no language in which to describe it, since 
they themselves are the model.’ Baudrillard then twists the 
knife: ‘As a result, they are the ideal material for an analysis 
of all the possible variants of the modern world. No more and 
no less in fact than were primitive societies in their day.’ His 
language here is a classic case of the objectification of the 
Other: like the nineteenth-century Ottomans of Linda Noch-
lin’s classic essay on Orientalism, Baudrillard’s Americans 
are seen to inhabit a time and place whose true significance 
eludes them. It is subsequently Baudrillard, through his own 
counter-tourism, who is tasked to bring forth a vision of mass 
life for the ignorant natives. As a counter-tourist, Baudrillard 
is inspired to provide a view of America ‘uncluttered by the 
dominant visual/tourist images of that place’. Here we are 
transported back to Ruscha and Richter, and their exercises 
in facticity and anomie. 

It is my contention, however, that Ruscha and Richter can be 
redeemed, for anomic counter-tourism need not be as aloof 
and aristocratic as Baudrillard’s. The identification of these 
artists with the regime of tourism can be presented as a great 
deal more sympathetic and humane. Anomic counter-tour-
ism, indeed, can be returned to the continuum of ordinary 
life, if ‘counter-’ is read not to describe a pre-determined 
intention, but to designate an experience of surprise and 
disappointment. Fight pop philosophy with pop philosophy: 
Alain de Botton’s best-selling The Art of Travel (2002) con-
tains a number of passages which appear to offer a way out of 
the ideological quagmire in which we have trapped Richter 
and Ruscha.
 
The first chapter ‘On Anticipation’ contains passages de-
scribing the essential longueur of arriving in a foreign place 
with only alluring images from travel brochures providing 
points of reference. De Botton’s account of his journey from 
Barbados’ airport to his hotel calls to mind Alain Robbe-
Grillet’s novel In the Labyrinth, whose review in Punch 
praised the author for his compelling descriptions of ‘the 
long littlenesses of human action’. Armed with only three 
images of his holiday destination in mind – ‘a beach with a 
palm tree against the setting sun’; ‘a hotel bungalow with…
wooden floors and white bedlinen’ and ‘an azure sky’ - de 
Botton is subsequently perturbed by the ‘range of things’ that 
he encountered. This is where his account begins to enter the 
minutely detailed realms of Robbe-Grillet’s experimental 

narratology: 
 
‘I had no thought of…a luggage carousel with a frayed rub-
ber mat, two flies dancing above an overflowing ashtray, a 
giant fan turning inside the arrivals hall, a white taxi with 
fake leopard-skin-lined dashboard, a stray dog in a stretch of 
waste ground beyond the airport.’

 The indifference and heterogeneity inscribed in this passage 
resembles the accrued photographic works of Richter and 
Ruscha. The key here is that this heterogeneity is taking 
place not on the register of an aloof, anomic critique, but as 
a phenomenon which is unmanageable, and which perturbs 
bourgeois consciousness from below, as it were. MacCannell 
knew of this: a ‘collective striving for a transcendence of the 
modern totality”, sightseeing is nonetheless ‘doomed to even-
tual failure: even as it tries to construct totalities, it celebrates 
differentiation.’
 
It is the longueur of this heterogeneity, however, that is the 
key. For it introduces an element that has heretofore been 
largely ignored in Richter’s and Ruscha’s work, redeeming 
them from the either-or situation the aforementioned argu-
ments seem to have placed them in: that one either joins the 
stream of life to identify with baleful social forces; or one 
joins it ironically to critique the given system in a position 
which is necessarily aristocratic. Tourism and revolution – 
the two polarities of modern life as identified by MacCannell 
– are encapsulated in these approaches.
 
Both imply a refusal to accept the flow of time. Tourism as a 
facet of bourgeois consciousness wants to stop time in order 
to preserve certain images from which it can render a broader 
image of the modern totality. As Urry and Crawshaw note, 
‘Sometimes tourism seems to be understood as little more 
than the collection of disparate and unconnected sights which 
are given an objectified form in travel brochures, postcards 
and photographs.’ Revolution has likewise been associated 
with the stopping of time, as the physical attacks on the 
clocks instigated during the French Revolution, discussed by 
Walter Benjamin in his 15th ‘Thesis on the Philosophy of His-
tory’, illuminates. The freezing of time’s flux may then have 
a reifying effect, or signal that a new, inchoate time is being 
granted license to take form. 
 
This is where I believe Richter and Ruscha should in actual 
fact be located. Their books speak more powerfully of ‘the 
long littleness of human action’ than they do of anything else. 
These works may be anomic, but one should not read that 
anomie as dialectically opposed to the possibility of creating 
a totality: rather, the books exist within a continuum between 
some final meaning and an absolute state of heterogeneity. 
The works, in other words, do not foreclose meaning through 
their emphasis on a circulation of images – rather, they hold 
it in perpetual, continuous postponement, extending the 
longueur of lived experience indefinitely. 
 
Longueur is similarly inscribed into the painterly surfaces of 
these artists. In a pervasive assessment of the former’s work, 
Robert Storr claims that Richter’s paintings do away with all 
manner of affiliation to ‘painterly time’ and ‘painterly space’. 
While somewhat useful in describing that which makes Rich-
ter different from other painters, ones who pre-dated or oth-
erwise ignored the camera as a possible image-making tool, 
Storr’s assertion cannot account for the actual processes that 
underpin a painting like Jerusalem. I read the former not as a 
‘temporal implosion’, as Storr claims, but rather as a temporal 
expansion. Not only does the image captured in Jerusalem 
capture a visual way-station of the sort described by de Bot-
ton, necessarily summoning the longueur of travel, but it also 
leans upon the ‘long littlnesses’ of painterly facture, initi-
ated with the capture of source material and ending with a 
composition of brush-strokes. Dec 30th wears the time-frame 
of its own creation even more visibly than the admittedly 
slick Jerusalem. Its mottled surface is evidently agonistically 
opposed to the finish-fetish found in other Ruscha works. 

Finally, it is not merely at the level of facture but also at the 
level of subject matter that these paintings express the lon-
gueur which helps us to situate them in a complex, dynamic 
relationship to mass-life and mass-looking. For it is in these 
paintings that both artists temporalise potent images of the 
dialectically-constructed mythos. In the middle ground of the 
battle between Hollywood’s culture industry and Marxism’s 
critique of aesthetic alienation is a temporal continuum in 
which citizens of the spectacle can view the most sacred site 
of Western mythopoeia partly obscured by uncontrollable 
weather systems. And at the most significant site for East-
West relations both spiritual and political, one can find a 
place and a time which looks like nothing from the brochure.  

  By Luke Healey

conoscere se le buona e fatta piglia una 
penna di anedra & quella metti in detta 
mistura, se la detta penna se pelera 
allhora sara fatta & buona, se non tornala 
a bollire per insino che la si pela, dapoi 
quando che tu uorrai adoperare la detta 
compositione in una stuffa ouero in luogo 
caldo onzi el loco doue uuoi che li peli 
con detta medicina uada uia, & nota bene 
allhora quando tu sentirai el calore subito 
lauati con acqua calda ma presio accio 
che la carne non si pelasse.

Although many recipes are to be avoided, not all are quite 
as bad as they seem.  At first glance, recipe 20 looks like a 
perfect example of the toxicity of bygone beauty practice, 
especially as the author explicitly warns us that its application 
of caustic quicklime and orpiment could make one’s skin 
peel off. However, it is not that far off from contemporary 
hair removal creams, which rely on slaked lime (calcium 
hydroxide) and lye (sodium hydroxide) to do their work.    
Likewise recipe 50, which uses litharge (lead oxide) to dye 

white hair black, might have functioned in a similar way to 
Grecian Formula, an American-made hair dye for men which 
uses lead acetate to change the chemical composition of the 
hair, turning it gradually darker.

Indeed, some beauty techniques have not changed as much 
as we would expect over the past 500 years, and a look at the 
ingredients in many current cosmetic products often reveals 
alarmingly similar formulas and ingredients.  Meanwhile, 
while renaissance hair removal and beauty methodologies 
seem initially extreme, we can imagine a renaissance 
practitioner being equally incredulous if we were to try to 
explain the myriad of chemicals in our dyes, hairsprays, and 
shampoos or suggest that our methods for chest, back, leg or 
bikini waxing is any less painful than theirs.

  By Jacqueline Spicer

PHD Candidate
History of Art
University of Edinburgh



Oh Lord! Please Don’t Let 
Me Be Misunderstood
—
Minding My Language - 
9 Snapshots In and Out of Time

I
Picture this. A lazy, sunny Sunday afternoon 
in the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art 
(SNGMA) in Edinburgh a couple of decades back. 
I’m looking at a painting I can only remember as 
something busy with a multi-coloured, all-angles 
splurge, zinging off every which way so it grabs 
the attention, pop-eyed, and so wonkily off-kilter 
and sketch-book play-pen alive I can almost hear a 
prat-falling absurdist soundtrack to go with it.

“It’s like the opening credits to a Mr Magoo cartoon,” I say to 
the person I’m with. “But that’s not the sort of thing you can 
say about abstract art.”

“Why not?” she says back. “If the opening credits of a Mr 
Magoo cartoon are what a painting reminds you of, and if 
that’s what you feel about it, then it’s as valid as anything 
else. And besides, whoever the artists were drawing Mr 
Magoo, they would have known what was going on elsewhere 
in art movements, so of course they’d be bringing that to the 
table. They were artists too, after all. ”

Even though I can never remember the name of a painting 
which has become one of my favourites in the whole 
SNGMA, that comment remains the wisest, single-most 
important piece of advice about interpreting modern art, or 
any art for that matter, that I have ever received.  

II
In Paris a decade ago on my first ever international 
press trip, with no French, no guide-book, no map 
and no sense of scale of the city. With an afternoon 
to kill after my interview with Romanian theatre 
director Silviu Purcărete, a man of few words who 
I will meet again a decade later when he brings his 
visually-epic production of Faust to Edinburgh, 
I jump on the Metro, caught up in the adventure. 
With no idea where I am, and with only the 
image of old Godard films and the spirit of ‘68 to 
guide me, I jump off at La Republique, because it 
seems to fit. This isn’t just a station, I figure. It’s a 
revolutionary gesture.

Outside, I strike gold. There’s a demo in full swing, 
attacking the government with megaphone-led chants, 
slogans, whistles and what, in French, looks like the urgent 
exchange of Gauloises-led ideas. ‘Don’t Be Realistic!’ went 
the Situationist legend. ‘Demand The Impossible!’ Fired up 
with barricade-jumping, vanguard-raising fervour, I follow 
the march around the city, hanging on every word I didn’t 
understand.

It’s getting dark by the time the march disperses. Alone 
on a high-speed suburban thoroughfare that looks nothing 
like the Paris of my film-fired imagination, as the truth of 
the situation dawns on me, it turns out I’m not being even 
slightly realistic, and am certainly demanding the impossible. 
I not only haven’t a clue where I am, but the march has 
actually been a right-wing anti-immigration rally. After three 
exhausting hours tramping unfamiliar streets in search of my 
hotel, I stop a man who initially at least appears friendly, and 
offer up the only French I had.

“Scusez-moi,” I splutter pitifully, gesturing towards myself. 
“Anglaise.”

The man’s formerly friendly face contorts into a sneer.

“Francais!” he shrugs, with what seems like a very French 
mix of indifference and contempt, and off he goes, on his 
way again.

Vive La Revolution...
 
III

Editing an English translation of a Polish short 
story. Set in contemporary Warsaw, it’s an 
initially bleak little yarn about an ageing stoner-
type seemingly oblivious to ties or commitments 
who loses all sense of who he is and what or why 
anything matters as he careers his way through the 
city.

It’s a good story, and in the main the translation reads well. 
Only a few of the words need changed or unpicked from 
literal colloquialisms which, in English, don’t mean anything. 
Which, after   several email exchanges with the translator - a 
Pole with exceptional English - is easily sorted.

My main concern is that all of the paragraphs seem to go 
on forever, as do some of the sentences, which stress their 
point again and again, insistently descriptive lists broken up 
by semi-colons. I’ve seen this before in other translations of 
Polish (and Czech) fiction, and wonder whether this is down 
to a particular tic of the original syntax. Either way, it makes 
for a dense and overly busy page.

Marta the Polish translator explains that this is just 
something they do. I suggest breaking the long sentences up 
into several small ones, and doing away with the semi-colons 
altogether. Marta’s fine with this, and in my mind it makes 
things cleaner and clearer. We make a thing of the wannabe 
hip coffee chain that nobody will have heard of outside 
Poland trying too hard to be like Starbucks, turn a cat from a 
thug into a monster, and are pretty much sorted.

Taking such licenses makes me think of Raymond Carver, 
that most revered of twentieth-century American writers, 
and how his trademark short-sentence meat-and-two-veg 
minimalism was recently revealed by Carver’s widow Tess 
Gallagher to have largely been down to his editor, Gordon 
Lish. In 2009, Gallagher published Beginners, a collection 
of Carver’s original versions of the stories published in his 
1981 collection, What We Talk About When We Talk About 
Love, before Lish’s edits. And I think about the generation of 
would-be Dirty Realists Carver – or was it Lish? - had such a 
profound staccato influence on.

Maybe we’re doing the same to this Polish writer who’s 
written this bleak but ultimately optimistic little story about 
a man finding himself just in the nick of time, as Lish did 
to Carver. Maybe, if they know English, they’ll hate what 
Marta and I have done to their story, and in twenty years time 
when they’re famous, dead or both will publish their original, 
unedited and untampered with creation.

And I think what a big responsibility this all is, getting things 
right.

IV

Reservoir Dogs was released in 1992. Quentin 
Tarantino’s debut feature film was shot through 
with a million nerd-u-like movie references 
peppering Tarantino’s already baroque, bucket-
mouthed and street-smart dialogue. Mouthed 
by a sharp-dressed and be-shaded cast of hip 
Hollywood outsiders inbetween indulging in 

bouts of choreographed violence set to a cool 
retro soundtrack, the film’s post-modern sense of 
its own self made it iconic. Would be tough guys 
loved it, from the four-letter poetry of the critique 
of Madonna’s ‘Like A Virgin’, to Michael Madsen 
dancing to Stealers Wheel’s ‘Stuck in the Middle 
With You’ while slicing off someone’s ear.

The following year, Irvine Welsh’s first novel, Trainspotting, 
was published. Written in Edinburgh-accented Scots, the 
book is actually a loose-knit collection of short stories that 
follow a group of young men’s travails through the 1980s, 
when mass unemployment and cheap heroin blighted a 
generation of working-class men and women living under 
Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government in Britain.

Giving voice to a guttural, back-street demotic more polite 
literary types even now turn their nose up at, Trainspotting’s 
arrival was the tipping point of a contemporary Scots lit-
scene that had grown via James Kelman and others over the 
previous decade. It also marked the dawn of a new hedonism, 
as old punks, worn-out politicos and ex football casuals got 
all loved-up to become the Rave Generation, repetitive beats 
and all.

By the time it was adapted, first into a play, then into a film, 
Trainspotting too had become iconic. ‘Choose life’ went the 
trailer to its Iggy Pop soundtrack, like a Katherine Hamnett 
slogan t-shirt come to life in all its unambiguous Summer of 
‘84 glory.

In 1994, the appearance of Loaded magazine tapped into 
what would become known as New Laddism, a beery, 
boorish, soft-porn slap n’ tickle cartoon version of machismo, 
‘For men who should know better’, as the magazine’s slogan 
immortalised it. Initially, at least, it was a witty, if over-
excited riposte, both to the drippy New Man stereotype and 
the rise of seemingly ball-breaking feminism that had so 
castrated him, and to the old-school soft-focus ‘tastefulness’ 
of Playboy, Penthouse and other middlebrow coffee table 
men’s magazines beginning with P.

As its name filched from Primal Scream’s indie-dance 
anthem so rudely suggested, Loaded looked to the speed-
addled Gonzo journalism of Hunter S Thompson for its 
guide, by way of a glossy Carry-On style romp. Gary Oldman 
graced the cover of the first issue, which also featured Rod 
Stewart, Paul Weller, Withnail and I and Eric Cantona. The 
first edition also featured two small black-and-white shots of 
a knicker-clad and then-unknown Elizabeth Hurley, whose 
most private areas had clearly not been airbrushed.

Drug dealers, gangsters and bad boys became Loaded’s 
stock-in-trade. Rock n’ Roll excess was where it was at, and 
a self-parodic image of unreconstructed geezerdom was its 
calling card. Loaded lived fast, and, despite being half the 
mag it used to be as the irony and the good writers gave way 
to full-on tits n’ ass tabloidese, is still very much with us. 
National Treasure status awaits.  

And then came Oasis, the ultimate bad-lad gang, who took 
on not just the music scene, but the world in 1994 with their 
first album, Definitely Maybe - a distillation of every English 
white-boy guitar band with attitude ever, from The Beatles 
to The Who to The Sex Pistols. What became known as Brit-
Pop burst open in a wave of stadium-sized euphoria as indie 
went mainstream.

As with Trainspotting and Reservoir Dogs, both championed 
on the pages of Loaded, Oasis, led by the hungry, studiedly 
snarling Gallagher brothers Liam and Noel, tapped into a 
collective need to let off steam after the austerity-led 1980s 
had thrown them on the dole. They too were going to have a 
good time and live forever. By the second album, What’s The 
Story Morning Glory?, Oasis’ mission was accomplished, and 
Tony Blair’s New Labour triumphalists were ready to pick up 
the slack.

Somewhere in the thick of all this, one night in 1993 
eighteen-year-old Stephen Lawrence was murdered by a 
racist gang at a bus stop in South London. It took eighteen 
years two bring two of the five main suspects to justice. It 
was an ugly incident, made even uglier by the countenance of 
the young men accused of the crime.

In 1998, all five of the suspects attended a public inquiry. 
They had already refused to answer questions at an inquest 
the previous year, while three had been acquitted at a 1996 
trial.

All five suspects were filmed leaving the 1998 inquiry, 
swaggering, spitting and blowing kisses before squaring up 
to the angry mob of protesters who greeted them by pelting 
them with eggs. One picture in particular sums the day up, as 
art critic Jonathan Jones recently identified in the Guardian 
newspaper following the belated and this time successful 
prosecution of two of the suspects.

The picture in question appears to show a well-drilled gang 
under siege, their white shirts and black trousers spattered 
by missiles. One wears shades, pulling back his arm at 
the crowd gladiatorially, as if rebelling all borders on a 
battlefield. It is a shocking image of collective thuggery, 
made even more so by the life sentences two of the men 
received at the recent trial.

‘Is evil real?’ Jones asked. ‘Can it be caught on camera?’

Perhaps it’s simpler than that.

Image and context are everything in this photograph. Here 
are a bunch of lads, New Lads maybe, wannabe tough guys 
who’ve never had it so good, and should but maybe really 
don’t know better. You get the impression they think they’ve 
stepped onto the set of a Guy Ritchie film, or else some 
straight-to-DVD, low-rent gangland porn. They’re kings of 
their manor, untouchable, invincible, as if they really could 
live forever. And yet, like all of the above, they too are 
products of their time.

Where Reservoir Dogs, Trainspotting, Oasis and even 
Loaded turned all that chippy, white working-class wide-boy 
anger into art, the picture of the Stephen Lawrence suspects 
shows what can happen if you take on the style of something 
without trying to understand it. Fetishising violence is 
dangerous. These boys didn’t choose life. They took it away.

V
Listen to this.

Words and music mean everything. And nothing.

Joy Division’s 1979 debut album, Unknown Pleasures, still 
sounds like nothing on earth. It’s opening song ‘Disorder’, 
which possesses such brittle, edgy urgency it sounds like the 
band’s lives depended on it (and in one case probably did) 
gets played in clubs nowadays. Heard loud in this context, it’s 
easy to make out the opening line.

‘I’ve been waiting for a guide to come and take me by the 
hand’, Ian Curtis sings into himself with studied Ballardian 
intensity. But what if it was something different, and perhaps 
even more startling? What if he was actually singing ‘I’ve 
been waiting for A GUY to come and take me by the hand’?

And what if, a year later, the chorus of ‘Because You’re 
Frightened’, the opening track of Magazine’s The Correct 
Use of Soap album, wasn’t demanding the listener to ‘Look 
what fear’s done to my body’, but was rather asking them to 
observe the far-lairier ‘Look what BEER’s done to my body’.

For some, both these misnomers will forever be true.

And if it’s hard enough to hear the words, what if the 
meaning behind the moaning has an equally different slant 
on things?

Was the early 90s club euphoria of One Dove’s still 
magnificent ‘White Love’ on the Dot Allison-led trio’s sole 
album, 1993’s Morning Dove White, for instance, really about 
spiritual purity? Or was it simply pure, pilled-up bliss?

And was the yearning of Kate Bush’s ‘This Woman’s Work’, 
on her erotically inclined 1989 album, The Sensual World, 
really about the near-mystical status of the female orgasm 
and the bittersweet agony of getting there?

Given that Bush wrote the song from a man’s point of view 
for a quite specific crisis scene in John Hughes’ tellingly 
named film, She’s Having A Baby, probably not.

But without being told otherwise, or learning to listen harder, 
some of us will never ever know any better.

VI

On the phone again, this time interviewing a maker 
of cross-artform performance-based installation-
type work. She’s explaining her new work, a 
performed installation involving sound, light and 
space.

She talks of how the process of making the work was like a 

journey for everyone involved, of how architecture changes 
everything, and how the different languages of each artist’s 
practice has been an eye-opener.

I ask if she can tell me something more concrete about 
the work, but she’s reluctant to as she doesn’t want to give 
anything away for if and when I see it. All she can talk about 
is practice, process and the journey.

Finally, I ask her what it’s about.

She can’t tell me.

Words fail me.

VII

A friend who works in marketing messages me.

She’s giving a workshop to small-scale arts organisations, 
and asks what one piece of advice would I give them for 
writing press releases.

It’s a no-brainer.

Tell them not to tie themselves up in knots with over-florid 
nonsense, I message her. Words like ‘bold’, ‘radical’, or 
‘innovative’ mean nothing anymore.

Neither does box-ticking corporate funding-body speak. 
‘Cross-artform inclusivity with open-access policy and high-
level accessibility for stakeholders’. That sort of thing.

They’re two shades of the same bullshit, I tell her.

And never, not ever, use the word ‘practice’.

I’m not sure where it comes from, but I blame the schools.

And the teachers.

And the funders.

Today, art is reduced to something that’s somewhere between 
an essay and an application form.

VIII
On the phone, interviewing Max Legoube, 
a French theatre-maker, who’s directing a 
puppet-based version of Hamletmachine, 
German playwright Heiner Muller’s nine-page 
deconstruction of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Max 
can’t speak English, and my French remains as 
non-existent as it was when I got over-excited 
and completely lost in Paris all those years ago. 
Because of that, I emailed my questions over 
earlier, and we’re conducting the interview 
via an Australian lady called Deborah Lennie, 
who provides the female voices for the English 
language version of the show. I ask Deborah the 
questions she already has typed out in front of her, 
and she asks Max for answers he’s presumably 
already thought about.

After I ask each question in an unintentionally exaggerated 
and over-loud voice – because Max and  Deborah are in 
France, because they’re ‘foreign’, and because Max at least 
can’t understand me – like some hick from the sticks in 
a 1970s sit-com bog-deep in cultural stereotypes, I hear 
Deborah asking Max the question, only in French. I have no 
idea what they’re saying. It could be anything.

Hamletmachine was made famous after a production by 
American director Robert Wilson applied multi-media 
aesthetics to it in 1986. Wilson and Muller recognised a way 
of working that mixed and matched ancient and modern in a 
cut-up, hi-tech, visual-based form of total theatre. German 
industrial group, Einsturzende Neubaten, who once drilled 
a hole in the floor of the Institute of Contemporary Arts in 
London during an incendiary 1981 performance, performed 
a radio play version. Blixa Bargeld played Hamlet, with 
Gudrun Gut as Ophelia.

Muller himself did a seven hour version, with his 
Hamletmachine folded-in to Shakespeare’s original as a play 
within a play. Max’s version, which features recorded voices 
speaking in English, or whatever language is appropriate for 
the country they’re performing in, lasts fifty-five minutes.

The only time I’ve ever seen Hamletmachine was in 
Edinburgh, the same summer I first saw the Mr Magoo 
painting at the Scottish Gallery of Modern Art. It was being 
performed as part of a week-long season at the Royal Lyceum 

Theatre hosted and curated by playwright Tom McGrath, 
who, like Joe Chaikin, had come through the 1960s counter-
culture, initially as a poet performing alongside Allen 
Ginsberg at the Royal Albert Hall, then editing International 
Times in London. After this, he ran Glasgow’s first 
alternative arts lab, The Third Eye Centre, on the site of what 
is now the Centre for Contemporary Arts.

The week was called Off The Wall, and showcased 
performed readings of work by Muller, Tankred Dorst and 
McGrath’s fellow Scots Beat, Alexander Trocchi, with 
McGrath putting them all under the banner of something 
called ‘The Deviant Tradition’. There was a version of 
Muller’s play Quartet, which is based on Dangerous Liaisons 
and was here presented by a London-based company who 
did a wordless version set to a soundtrack of ‘The Power’, an 
electronic machine-age club anthem by German Eurodance 
trio, Snap!

‘The Power’, which originally featured unlicensed samples 
by Jocelyn Brown and Mantronix, was a number 1 hit in the 
Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK. Brown’s recording of 
‘Love’s Gonna Get You’ provided the song’s repeated hook-
line, ‘I’ve got the power’, edited and looped in such a way so 
it hammers home its point like a martial mantra. As every 
dictator knows, repetition counts.

A version of Hamletmachine presented as part of ‘The 
Deviant Tradition’ at Off The Wall caused no-little 
controversy, primarily because the director asked the cast 
to perform naked apart from wearing giant-sized heads of 
Stalin and other world leaders. I don’t remember who, but, 
given the times, I expect Thatcher and Reagan were both in 
there. The cast refused to get their kits off unless the director 
did likewise. He agreed, and the performance went ahead.

Somehow, Max, Deborah and I make it through the 
interview, each of us adding our own little untranslatable 
slant on things. Form-wise, the three-way conversation is a 
microcosm of Hamletmachine itself, open to interpretation.

Later, Max’s people email Manipulate, the puppet and 
animation festival Max’s company, Compagnie Sans Soucis 
are going to be part of, to say how much they’d enjoyed the 
interview. This never happens. Not ever.

Simon who runs Manipulate emails me, and asks me if I’ll 
record one of the speeches for the English version of Max’s 
production of Hamletmachine. It seems he and Deborah liked 
my voice, and thought it would fit.

The timing’s out, alas. The only time we can record the 
speeches is a day I’ll be out of the country. So let’s be clear. 
The voice in the English-language translation of Sans Soucis’ 
Hamletmachine - it isn’t mine.

In 1995, English writer and poet Marc von Henning, who 
directed the Edinburgh production of Quartet, published a 
collection of his English translations of Muller’s work. In his 
introduction he wrote the following.

‘Translating is experience, not explanation. Apparent 
understanding of the content very quickly ceases to be of 
help, and it is the rhythms, caesuras, metre, shapes, sounds 
and images that take over, both as friend and enemy. 
Therefore, the aim cannot be to explain, but to create, to 
confront, not to circumvent. The translation cannot be 
assessed by the degree of its obedience to the original, but 
by the quality of its departure from it. Translation is more 
primitive conflict than sophisticated definition, it has much 
more in common with a wrestling bout than with a university 
seminar.’

VIIII
Another sunny Sunday Edinburgh afternoon. 
Except, more than twenty years on, it’s winter this 
time, and, rather than take a trip to the SNGMA 
I’m indoors in front of a computer screen trawling 
its website, listening to Radio 3 as I go.  Because, 
in part, that’s how it’s done these days, an online 
archive at your fingertips, with no-one there beside 
you to listen to your half-absorbed observations 
about . Only your own curiosity to keep you 
clicking.

I’m trying to track down the painting I likened to a Mr 
Magoo cartoon this way because the entire two floors of 
the gallery have been given over to The Sculpture Show 
exhibition until summer 2012, so all the regular exhibits will 
have been tidied away. If I want to find cartoon needles in 
giant haystacks, I first of all have to start raking through the 
right barn.



Digesting Art: 
Positioning Food as a 
Medium
—
“ Beauty will be edible, or it will cease to be”
- Salvador Dali
Food has been an artistic subject since the establishment 
of still life painting as a genre, and Leonardo da Vinci 
reportedly created marzipan sculptures for the Milanese ruler 
Ludovico Sforza in the sixteenth century.1 However, since 
the twentieth century, food is no longer just a subject but an 
artistic medium, which has a range of implications for the 
ocular-centric tradition of art. While the use of food in art 
has increased considerably in recent years, most of its origins 
lie in performance art of the 1960s and 1970s. While this art 
form strives to explore new means of communication, many 
critics have questioned its use as a medium while food crises 
continue in different parts of the world.2 Acknowledging 
that over two-thirds of the planet does not have enough to 
eat, it becomes necessary to question the role food plays in 
contemporary art. What are the politics of food as a medium? 
What are the implications of wasting food for artistic 
purposes? Through this crucial questioning, I shall look at 
various contemporary art practices and identify the particular 
effectiveness of food as an art medium. The nearer the bone, 
the sweeter the meat

In 1987, Jana Sterbak created a dress made out of beef. 
She linked sixty pounds of flank steaks to create the work 
titled Vanitas: Flesh Dress for an Albino Anorectic. It 
was worn by a living model on the opening night of the 
exhibition and later put on a mannequin for the period of 
the exhibition.3 The dress was meant as a critique of the 
society of consumption but also of the unhealthy standards 
of female beauty. Women’s relationship with their bodies 
is socially defined by a constant desire to suppress natural 
physical manifestations such as ageing, hunger, fatigue and 
defecation. The number of expressions relating to meat or 
food to describe a women’s body in our society is astounding. 
These successfully turn women and their bodies into 
commodities; pieces of meat.

Marie Fraser argued that Sterbak’s dresses in Vanitas, but 
also in I Want You to Feel the Way I Do (1984-85) explored 
the tension and dual relation between desire and fear, 
constituting sites of empathic affiliation with the viewers.4 
These contradictory forces are emphasized by multiple and 
complex responses: the desire to get closer for a better look, 
but to remain at a distance as  one is disgusted by the smell of 
rotting flesh. Simultaneously attracted and repulsed, amused 
and threatened, the viewer inhabits an uncomfortable space 
and unsettling experience. While a dress is normally inert, 
Sterbak, through her usage of raw meat, transforms the 
object into a living entity; engaged in a continual and gradual 
movement of decomposition. The perpetual movement of 
Vanitas implies a certain performance reminiscent of Carolee 
Schneemann’s performance piece Meat Joy (1965), in which 
her predecessor used food in a political gesture against 
consumption. Meat thus constituted a symbol of resistance 
that Sterbak took up in her work in order to address the 
standardisation of subjectivity and the politics of seduction in 
Western societies.5 

While the use of food in Sterbak’s Vanitas raised various 
issues regarding woman’s bodily objectification, its logic is 
very much embedded in the act of looking. Food addresses 
more than the visual sense; it cannot be reduced to its mere 
appearance. It is true that Sterbak successfully demonstrated 
a certain aspect of food’s materiality - its tangibility and 
fragrance. As the title of the work implies - as a vanitas - the 
work’s physical degradation and olfactory repulsion is part 
of the experience. However, food is primarily experienced 
by taste, yet this sense was completely left out of her 
performative installation piece.
Appetite comes while eating

Art is traditionally based on a purely visual experience; 
something known as ocularcentrism. The cultural hegemony 
of vision is evident when considering the continuous 
development and popularity of print media, television, 
and photography. Immanuel Kant privileged vision and 
hearing over taste and touch, which he considered inferior 
due to their physicality.6 Ironically, he used the word taste 
to elaborate his theory on the beautiful and the agreeable. 
This incongruity is emphasized by the fact that the cognitive 
qualities of taste and vision are inherently different. While 
taste is fluid and immersive, visual knowledge requires a 
point of view and is based on the binary of seen and unseen. 
Jennifer Fisher argued for the necessity of disrupting 
sensorial — as well as other - hierarchies. The tool she 
proposed - a strategic essentialism - would allow for a more 
fluid connection between identities constituted in difference.7 
Stepping out of an ocular-centric hierarchy into another 
sensorial logic does not suggest the abolition of visual 
knowledge or the replacement of vision by taste. Rather, it 
aims for the enlargement of aesthetic experience established 
through a new balance between vision and the other senses, 
and an abolition of the sensorial hierarchy. For Fisher, a 
new extra-visual engagement and aesthetic experience was 
demonstrative of the possibility of a new social structure, 
based on the principle of recognition of difference.8

Taste is very much embedded in the olfactory experience; 
they are almost inseparable. Some artists such as Doug 
Hammett and Anya Gallaccio have deliberately played on 
the gustatory and olfactory connection: Doug Hammett’s 
Finger Licks (1994) consisted of mouldings coated with 
a dozen flavours such as strawberry, coconut and root 
beer-scented icing. His work functions as a compilation 
of cultural memories of childhood celebrations. Similarly, 
Gallaccio in her work Stroke (1994) painted the walls of a 
gallery with chocolate. Hammett and Gallacio both thus 
played on the amputation of taste in the traditional artistic 
experience of art. Confronted by the delectable scent of these 
installations and unable to avoid them, the viewers come to 
realise food’s powerful effect on memory and imagination. 
With Hammett’s work, some viewers may have been thrown 
back to their childhood memories by the simple stimuli of 
personal olfactory memory. In this sense the practices of 
both Hammett and Gallacio are positioned at the antipode 
of Joseph Beuys’ infamous piece Fat Corners (1960-1962) in 
which the artist placed a pile of rotting fat and fluids in the 
institutional space of the gallery, where the unbearable smell 
repelled the curious beholders.

It may sound strange that food was first used in performance 
art as a repulsive signifier, not solely in Beuys’ work, but also 
in Schneemann’s and elsewhere. Perhaps this progressive 
shift is symptomatic of the changing perceptions of what food 
represents in Western society. The remnants of Christianity in 
the 1960s and 1970s, while being contested, were still very 
much present. It is possible that consciously or not, food was 
still associated with gluttony, one of the seven deadly sins. 
As society became more secularized, food along with other 
previous excesses became a fascination. Adam Gopnick wrote 
about the baby-boomers’ generation that their ‘obsession 
with sex and drugs slid imperceptibly into an obsession 
with children and food.’9 Freed from previous authoritative 
religious signification, some artists saw the potential 
symbolism of food in our carnivorously consumptive society.

This seems to be the case with Felix Gonzalez-Torres and his 
work Untitled (A Corner of Baci) (1990). When Gonzalez-
Torres installed a pile of Baci sweets in the space of the 
gallery he abolished the frontier between the visitors and 

the artwork: the purpose of the artwork was to be consumed 
by the visitors. They were invited and encouraged to bring 
a sweet home, to eat it, or give it to someone they liked. 
The political agenda of Gonzalez-Torres was to address and 
critique the former popular belief that AIDS is transmitted 
orally. The artist transgressed the purely visual experience of 
art by allowing his piece to be consumed in the gallery space. 
Fisher writes: ‘the experience of imbibing food returns us 
to the immediacy of now of here of this.’10 The involvement 
of taste in art cannot be separated from a certain notion 
of consumption. When food constitutes an artwork, the 
process of consumption becomes the metaphor in which art is 
assimilated by the beholder and nourishes them; art becomes 
quite literally food for thought. Fisher argued that taste 
involves a condition of embodiment that is quite dissimilar 
from the distance imposed by the act of seeing. Effectively, 
one cannot be separated from what he or she is eating. 
Also, eating involves more than simply taste; the process of 
mastication is also connected to touch and smell. Eating is a 
multi-sensory experience, which is not the case with vision. 

Furthermore Bill Arning argues that Gonzalez-Torres’ piece 
played on the memory of the viewer.11 When the taste is 
gone, the candy continues to hold the memory of how it was 
experienced in the space of the gallery. The Baci chocolates 
are turned from commodities to be consumed into political 
objects not only in the space of the gallery, but also outside 
of the institution. Arning remembers finding the crumpled 
shiny wrapping paper that enveloped the candy in his 
jacket a week after visiting the exhibition. He momentarily 
remembered the taste of the chocolate, but also the moment 
spent in the space of the Guggenheim Museum in New York 
where he visited a retrospective of Gonzalez-Torres’ work.12 
In this regard, Gonzalez-Torres successfully transformed an 
edible product into a cultural object, much like Andy Warhol 
canonisation of Campbell’s soup cans in the 1960s.

Tell me what you eat, and I will tell you who you are

In his theoretical analysis of viewership, John Dewey 
explained how contemporary practices have focused on 
constructing a site of experience. To him, an experience 
implied a notion of progress. A person who has gone through 
an experience is transformed; his or her relation to the 
world is no longer the same. In this sense, an experience has 
individuality - it has its own aesthetic quality. For Dewey, the 
materiality of an experience was the ‘intellectual conclusion’ 
that transformed a banal object or situation into a site of 
aesthetic encounter.13 The use of food in art functions very 
much in the same way described by Dewey. Rather than 
having an intrinsic aesthetic quality, food is an agent of 
mediation between the public and the artist. Fisher saw the 
experience of eating together as a symbolic rehearsal for 
the possibility of community and of collective pleasure.14 
Bounded in a common experience, beholders become related 
by a shared memory associated with the pleasure of eating. 
Jim Drobnick also stressed that the artist’s engagement in 
serving food and drinks, in venues inside and outside of the 
art context, became a ‘means to break down the barriers 
that isolate people by creating convivial situations where 
relationships can flourish.’15

In her piece S(us)taining (1996) Devora Neumark performed 
a Jewish ritual in front of her devastated home on Notre-
Dame Street in Montreal. Associated with social and indi-
vidual redemption from oppression, this ritual consisted of 
peeling beets. Usually performed in the confinement of one’s 
private home, Neumark invited the public to engage with 
her, to ask questions, and to share their own experience and 
memories. In S(us)taining, food is positioned as an identity 
marker that determines a person culturally, politically (for 
instance, by being vegan/vegetarian) and socially (in terms of 
the products one can afford to purchase). Neumark’s critique 
of the secularization of the public space relates to Sterbak’s 
concern with conformity and loss of individuality in society. 
The involvement of food as a signifier of her Jewish identity 
captures what Chantal Mouffe described as the ‘radical plural 
democracy.’16 Mouffe has emphasized that heterogeneous in-
terests and beliefs define the condition of existence in society 
as collective. Rather than suppressing these differences in a 
conformist logic, Mouffe argued for the constitutive role of 
antagonism in social life and for the acceptance of a society 
based on distinction. She also defends the necessity of adver-
sary in which ‘a radical and plural democracy’ can resolve 
its conflicts through constant negotiation.17 Neumark’s S(us)
taining was based on this principle of difference and plural-
ity, but it nevertheless retained the notion of a common desire 
to participate into the democratic practice of the dialogue. 
And, as pointed out by Fraser, Neumark founded her idea of 
community on an ‘inter-subjective process and on alterity 
by introducing individual and private values into the public 
space.”18 

When Nicolas Bourriaud wrote his essay on Relational 
Aesthetics in 1998, he had identified a need for public 
encounters which would create an aesthetic experience 
very much akin to what Dewey describes. For Bourriaud, 
Relational Aesthetics are neither a movement nor a style, but 
an aesthetic structure that takes a particular form: relational 
form ‘assumes its texture (and only acquires a real existence) 
when it introduces human interaction.’19 Bourriaud looked at 
the practice of Rirkit Tiravanija, in particular Pad Thai (1990), 
in which the Thai artist served this traditional meal to gallery 
visitors. Similarly Michael Rakowitz, in Enemy Kitchen 
(2004), taught some of his mother’s Baghdadi recipes. 
His intervention initiated a dialogue between the various 
participants. On his website he explains that; ‘the project 
functioned as a social sculpture: while cooking and eating, the 
students engaged each other on the topic of the war and drew 
parallels with their own lives, at times making comparisons 
with bullies in relation to how they perceive the conflict.’20 

The process of ingestion transforms food into raw energy 
that allows the body to survive. In this work, participants 
ingested more than just food; they assimilated a new relation 
to Baghdadi culture and to other participants who did not 
necessarily share their beliefs. Consequently, the dialogue 
created amongst the fellow participants and their exchange of 
opinions illustrates a Mouffe-inspired antagonistic pluralism. 
Incepted in different contexts and in different times, the 
structure of Enemy Kitchen is continuously being revisited. 
This year the work will be presented in Chicago as part of an 
exhibition entitled FEAST. Rakowitz has chosen to hold his 
event in a food truck where American veterans of the Iraq 
War will serve the public different Iraqi dishes every day. 
The adaptability of Rakowitz’s piece demonstrates the artist’s 
engagement with the public, researching new ways to initiate 
a dialogue. But when is a dinner a dinner, and when is it an 
art event? This has been the main criticism of such events. As 
the peculiarity of art events and non-art events becomes more 
and more alike, some people find themselves in a terrain of 
uncertainty. This is further emphasized when the distinction 
between a politicized dialogue and an aesthetic dialogue is no 
longer evident. Enemy Kitchen promotes the role of the artist 
as the architect and designer of particular contexts in which 
an interaction with the public acquire significance, and as a 
social interstice Rakowitz’s recurring happenings function as a 
veritable rehearsal for the kind of radical pluralist democracy 
that Mouffe advocated for.

  By Anais Castro
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The SNGMA archive is listed alphabetically by artist, 
and is banded together with all the other Scottish National 
Galleries, which necessitates me going through a couple of 
thousand names from A to Z, from Marina Abramovic’s Star 
(1994) (from the portfolio ‘Dear Stieglitz’), a photograph of 
a five-pointed star Abramovic carved on her own belly, to 
Two Infant Angels on Clouds Bearing A Cross [after Titian]. 
Somewhere inbetween, I stumble on a slew of favourites 
alongside some images I’ve never seen before, never quite 
sure what I’m looking for.

Was it Jared Adler’s Homage to Naum Gabo, or David 
Bomberg’s Vigilante? Pierre Nonnard is in there, as are 
Braque, Breton and Edward Burra. Alexander Calder’s The 
Spider sticks out, as does William Crosbie’s Heart Knife and 
Robert Colquhoun’s Masked Figures and Horse, but none of 
them are quite right. Other paintings don’t even come close, 
but stand out anyway, like pat Douthwaite’s Death of Amy 
Johnson, while Jean Dubuffet’s Villa by The Road has all the 
familiar hallmarks, but no. Max Ernst is too science-fiction.

Sir William Gillies’ The Harbour comes close. A portrait of 
Anstruther inspired by Klee, it’s nearly, but not quite. Terry 
Frost’s Pink Quay and Black and White Movement on Blue 
and Green II bubble under and bounce around, alongside 
Adrian Heath’s Climbing Composition Green and Blue and 
Anthony Hill’s Composition.
 
Clicking through each letter of the alphabet like this gets 
me thinking about Adrian Henri, the poet who, alongside 
Roger McGough and Brian Patten, was one of the ‘Liverpool 
Poets’, whose shared volume, The Mersey Sound, fused pop, 
art and poetry in an easy to trip off the page kind of way 
that was as swinging sixties as it came. When I first came 
across the book, I enjoyed Patten’s angsty melancholia about 
terminal adolescence the best, then getting to grips with 
what appeared to be an after-hours lifetime of beautifully 
sad one-night stands by McGough. Henri I didn’t take to 
at first. I didn’t initially get all his references, like ‘GO TO 
WORK ON A BRAQUE!, and stuff about ‘Pere Ubu walking 
across Lime St’ and ‘Marcel Proust in the Kardomah eating 
Madeleine butties dipped in tea’, all of which are in Henri’s 
Liverpool Poems.

The one I really didn’t get was a longer piece, just called Me. 
It was just a list, I reckoned, hip pop cultural name-dropping 
to impress your friends with. How wrong could I be.
 
For years I’d find myself going back to Me – nothing to do 
with Motown Records’ one hit wonder Charlene’s 1977/1982 
sleeper hit, ‘Never Been To Me’, incidentally - and each time 
I did, it made a little more sense. The names would be that bit 
more familiar, until I started joining the dots between them 
and developed something resembling a context. Sure, some 
of Me is of its time – shut up, Charlene -  but as a mixed-up, 
shook-up cut-up primer of how art and artists criss-cross 
each other or else rub up against each other like the messiest 
parallel universe nightclub happening in the world, whatever 
their field, it’s to die for. Best thing is, we’re all invited too.

Back in the SNGMA online archive, meanwhile, I’ve struck 
gold. I’m onto M by now, and I’ve just clicked on John 
Maxwell. Bingo!

Harbour With Three Boats dates from 1934, and, like Sir 
William Gillies’ The Harbour, is a painting of a Fife harbour 
and was inspired by Paul Klee. No surprise there, though, 
as, according to the biographical detail on the site, Gillies 
and Maxwell went on painting trips together. ‘A disregard 
for perspective,’ it says, ‘and a selective approach to detail.’ 
And it’s true, the tiny houses and far bigger boats lined up in 
brown and yellow hues set against a murky blue is all over 
the show, never settling for a minute, playing tricks with the 
eye so things zoom in and out of focus, just like, well, just 
like a Mr Magoo cartoon.

Really? No, really, though? It does, doesn’t it? Or is it just 
me?

Nah, you’re right. Nothing like it.

Memory may play tricks, but seeing is believing. Discuss.

  By Neil Cooper

January 2012
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